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OMSI Test Suite verifier development

Razvan Bujila, Johan Kuru

The purpose of the Open Mobile Service Interface (OMSI) is to simplify the device management
process for mobile devices from different manufacturers with a single PC application, instead of using
one unique application for every manufacturer. The different OMSI use cases include device
management for application vendors, points-of-sale, repair centers or for self-service. This will lead to
higher service level for end users, faster repair times, better control over service transactions, an open
market for compatible applications and an easy plug-and-play installation.

Manufacturers are currently in the process of developing their own specific modules and there is an
increasing need for test and verification software to certify OMSI conformance. In order for phone
manufacturers to be able to efficiently verify that their OMSI modules and catalogs support and comply
with the OMSI standard, there is a need for automated module tests and manual catalog tests.
Development of such tests is the main purpose of this Master thesis work.

The implementation of the different verification processes have been divided into different sub-projects
to create a more structured view of the OMSI Test Suite project and easier management. The first part of
the thesis work deals with the module verification process, second part with the client verification
process while the third and final part deals with the catalog verification process.

The thesis work has been performed in a project form, where the development of the project plan was a
part of the thesis work. The final version of the Module Interface Verifier was implemented in C#, in a
Visual Studio .NET 2003 environment. The software functioned as expected, both towards a sample
module and Sony Ericsson�s and Nokia�s respective modules. The Client Interface Verifier was
developed in a C++ environment and functioned according to the given specifications. The Catalog
Interface Verifier was developed in C# environment, built on an already existing part of the OMSI
Implementation Framework.

Device management, C#, C++, Visual Studio .NET
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Abstract 
The purpose of the Open Mobile Service Interface (OMSI) is to simplify the device 
management process for mobile devices from different manufacturers with a single PC 
application, instead of using one unique application for every manufacturer. The different 
OMSI use cases include device management for application vendors, points-of-sale, repair 
centers or for self-service. This will lead to higher service level for end users, faster repair 
times, better control over service transactions, an open market for compatible applications and 
an easy plug-and-play installation. 
 
Manufacturers are currently in the process of developing their own specific modules and there 
is an increasing need for test and verification software to certify OMSI conformance. In order 
for phone manufacturers to be able to efficiently verify that their OMSI modules and catalogs 
support and comply with the OMSI standard, there is a need for automated module tests and 
manual catalog tests. Development of such tests is the main purpose of this Master thesis 
work. 
 
The implementation of the different verification processes have been divided into different 
sub-projects to create a more structured view of the OMSI Test Suite project and easier 
management. The first part of the thesis work deals with the module verification process, 
second part with the client verification process while the third and final part deals with the 
catalog verification process. 
 
The thesis work has been performed in a project form, where the development of the project 
plan was a part of the thesis work. The final version of the Module Interface Verifier was 
implemented in C#, in a Visual Studio .NET 2003 environment. The software functioned as 
expected, both towards a sample module and Sony Ericsson’s and Nokia’s respective 
modules. The Client Interface Verifier was developed in a C++ environment and functioned 
according to the given specifications. The Catalog Interface Verifier was developed in C# 
environment, built on an already existing part of the OMSI Implementation Framework. 
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Terminology 
Term or Abbreviation Definition 

API Application Programming Interface. 

CIL Common Intermediate Language. 

CLR Common Language Runtime. 

COM Component Object Model. 

DLL Dynamically Linked Library. 

GPL General Public License. A free software license. 

gSOAP Language binding tool to ease development of client applications, 
in this case for C++. 

HTML HyperText Markup Language. 

IL Intermediate Language. 

OLE Object Linking and Embedding. 

OMSI Open Mobile Service Interface. 

OMSI IF Open Mobile Service Interface Implementation Framework 

PHP Hypertext Preprocessor. 

POS Point Of Sale 

RCW Runtime Callable Wrapper. 

WSDL Web Service Description Language. 

XML eXtensible Markup Language. 
Table 1.1 Terminology 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
The Open Mobile Service Interface (OMSI) is a Web Services Interface developed for use on 
a regular PC. Today, in order to perform service (device management) on mobile devices 
from different manufacturers, several different applications may be needed to execute on 
different PC’s. The purpose of OMSI is to simplify the device management process for 
mobile devices from different manufacturers with a single PC application, instead of using 
one unique application for every manufacturer, see Figure 1.1. In an OMSI device 
management environment, mobile device manufacturers will provide the plug-in modules 
while the service users, e.g. operators and retailers, only need to use a single PC with only one 
service application. 
 

Figure 1.1 The OMSI solution 

This will lead to higher service level for end users, faster repair times, better control over 
service transactions, an open market for compatible applications and an easy plug-and-play 
installation when new terminal manufacturers are added. The different OMSI use cases 
include device management for application vendors, points-of-sale, repair centers or for self-
service. The OMSI initiative is promoted by Nokia and Sony Ericsson.  

1.2 Task 
Manufacturers are currently in the process of developing their own specific modules and there 
is an increasing need for test and verification software to certify OMSI conformance. In order 
for phone manufacturers to be able to efficiently verify that their OMSI modules and catalogs 
support and comply with the OMSI standard, there is a need for automated module tests and 
manual catalog tests. The same holds for the OMSI client software, where application vendors 
need a reliable and quick way to certify that their OMSI clients meet the OMSI standard. This 
has made the OMSI Forum initiating efforts in the direction of standardized OMSI 
conformance tests with OMSI Test Suite as the collecting denomination. 
 
Development of such tests is the main purpose of this Master thesis work. Also, a brief user 
manual and software corresponding test cases will have to be included in the final solution. In 
order to secure a successful implementation for the OMSI Test Suite, the thesis work has been 
divided into three parts.  
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1.3 Method 
The actual implementation of the different verification processes have been divided into 
different sub-projects to create a more structured view of the OMSI Test Suite project and 
easier management. The first part of the thesis work deals with the module verification 
process, second part with the client verification process while the third and final part deals 
with the catalog verification process. 
 
Prior to beginning the actual creation process of the OMSI Test Suite, a background study of 
the existing code is necessary to increase the knowledge level of the existing code and its 
functionality. Through the study, a level of understanding is gained, giving a good base for 
decisions of how further work should continue. Theoretical studies are performed throughout 
the creation process in order to gain new knowledge but also to confirm and secure present 
knowledge. 

1.4 Delimitations 
In order to successfully complete the given task within the given space of time, some 
delimitations had to be taken into account. First and foremost, more than a brief study of the 
gSOAP functionality will not be executed. Prior to the start of the project, a unanimous 
decision was taken not to pursue a higher level of knowledge in understanding the gSOAP’s 
Web service functionality. After the study of the current code and functionality of OMSI 2.0, 
it became clear that the gSOAP implementation made in OMSI 2.0 was more than satisfactory 
and well suited for reusing within the OMSI Test Suite implementation. 
 
When implementing the test cases for the OMSI Test Suite in TestLink, no bug tracking will 
be taken into account. Due to this project and its result being the initial implementation of the 
OMSI Test Suite, the test cases created and implemented within the TestLink test 
management and test execution software will be of an understanding level, helping the users 
of the OMSI Test Suite in gaining a better understanding of the functionality of the OMSI 
Test Suite and its components. As the OMSI Test Suite will develop, and the need for bug 
tracking becomes legible, bug tracking software can be implemented and used together with 
TestLink thanks to the TestLink software’s support for a number of different bug tracking 
softwares.  
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2 Description of Cybercom Syd 
Cybercom Syd is a sub-division of the Cybercom Group, with Cybercom Syd’s main office 
located in central Malmö. Cybercom is a consultant company with a high-tech profile, 
concentrating on selected technologies and various business-critical solutions, see Figure 2.1. 
Cybercom’s primary sector is the telecom market. 

Figure 2.1 Cybercom’s competence areas 

Main competence areas include development and provisioning of attractive mobile services 
platforms, developing advanced billing solutions and in-depth technology expertise for 
telecom management, networks and mobile handsets. 
  
Cybercom was founded in 1995 in Stockholm with a vision to build a small, highly competent 
consultant company with the best consultants in the industry. Today, the company operates 
primarily in northern Europe and keeps growing at a steady rate with offices not only in 
Sweden but also in Denmark, India, Norway, Singapore and the UK. Cybercom has around 
480 employees where 150 of these are contracted by the Malmö office. 
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3 OMSI 

3.1 Introduction 
OMSI has mainly two major use cases for device management. On one hand, the points-of-
sale use OMSI on a PC and on the other hand a self serve kiosk. On the self serve kiosk the 
end users perform device management themselves. 
 
OMSI is an initiative to solve the operators/retailers problems on the subject of mobile phone 
software service/repair and maintenance work. One such typical service is to update a mobile 
device with a new firmware version. This work is performed with the help of PC applications 
at repair centers or at Points of Sale (POS) locations. The problem arising is that the repair 
centers and POS often have to handle different PC applications for different phone 
manufacturers. With the help of a defined standard for applications on service PCs, one single 
third party PC application client can be used instead. 
 
The device management of OMSI 2.0 features: 

 Read phone info 
 Software update (including reporting) 
 User data backup and restore 
 Edit phone settings 
 Phone self test diagnostics 

 

3.1.1 OMSI FORUM 

The OMSI Forum is an organization, that includes the members of the OMSI project, with the 
aim to make the OMSI solution the standard for device management. From the beginning in 
2003, before the foundation of OMSI Forum, there were three members in the project, Sony 
Ericsson, Nokia and Benq. Sony Ericsson and Nokia now constitute the base of the OMSI 
Forum as Core members, as Benq no longer is a part of the OMSI Forum. In 2005 when the 
decision was taken to invite Application vendor members to the project, the foundation of 
OMSI Forum was natural to facilitate the technical coordination. 
 
The forum holds at the moment 4 levels of membership. 

 Core members are most influent and also paying the highest member fee of the different 
members. Benefits for the core members are that they can vote for changes in OMSI 
interface and can have presence of up to three persons at the meetings. 

 Manufacturer/ODM members can in opposite of Core members only have 2 persons 
attending the meetings. This level of membership entitle 40 hours of scheduled support at 
facilitator premises. 

 Application vendor members provide the OMSI applications and solutions. They are 
allowed being represented by one member at business meetings and one member at 
technical meetings. Members of this category may also suggest changes to the OMSI 
interface and participate in discussions with Core members about the changes. 

 User members are operators, retailers and repair partners that use OMSI based solutions. 
This category of membership gives the same privileges and conditions as application 
vendor members. 

3.2 Different parts of OMSI 
Mainly OMSI includes three parts; module, client, and catalog. In Figure 1.1 the Service 
Application constitutes the client, the Manufacturer Plug-in constitutes the module. The place 
where info about the Manufacturer Plug-ins are stored constitutes the catalog.  
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3.2.1 CLIENT 

The client is the service application developed by the Application vendor members within the 
OMSI Forum. Depending on the developers the client may support from just a few, to every 
OMSI conformant operation calls.  
 
The client is the application where the user can perform operation calls towards the module. 
For OMSI 2.0 the number of supported operation calls that can be performed from the client 
towards the module are 16, seen in Table 3.1. 
 
Label Description 

login Authenticates the user 

logout Closes the session the user is logged into 

getAllPhoneModels Retrieves a list of all supported phone models 

getAllConnections Retrieves a list of all available connections 

getPhoneInfo Determines whether a phone is connected to a connection or 
not 

getUsageInfo Retrieves usage information from the connected phone 

getRecoveryUpdateInformation Retrieves a list of firmware that can be used to update the 
firmware of the phone 

phoneSelfTest Simple test to detect if the phone is malfunctioning 

backupUserData Backs up the phones user data to the PC 

restoreUserData Restores the phones user data from the PC 

updatePhone Updates the firmware of the phone. Refurbish 

getSupportedSettings Retrieves the information of what settings the phone 
supports  

getSettings Retrieves the value of the settings from the phone 

setSettings Writes the values of the settings to the phone 

userInteractionResult Gives the result of a userInteraction task 

shutDownModule Shuts down module 
Table 3.1 Possible operation calls towards the OMSI Module 

 
Essential for the communication towards the module is a correct login operation call. The 
response of the login operation call contains a sessionID needed for the rest of the active 
session. For the client to be able to receive a positive response from the module the client 
must fulfill the properties the module demands. For parameters that user can set, see Figure 
3.1. First and foremost the correct module URL is necessary, including client port. Test 
Client’s listener port does also need to be correct to meet the configuration of the module. 
Depending on the module’s settings user name and password might be needed or might left 
blank. The country and language settings are set for localization. If the module does not 
support the specified language English must be used. If the module does not support the 
specified country the language default for the selected language shall be used. The Offline 
check box indicates if the client shall act as if there is an Internet connection or not. If the 
offline mode is chosen, no operations that need information downloaded will be able to be 
carried out. A typical operation that needs connection to the Internet is the updatePhone 
operation. The text boxes inside the Proxy frame are settings used to facilitate that the module 
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can access Internet even if a proxy server is absent. Other operation calls, can be carried out 
after the login has been performed, as long as the module supports them. Some are though 
dependent on operation calls being performed prior to them. The two operation calls that 
many of the other operation calls are dependent on are getAllConnections(), that retrieves 
a list on phones connected to the module, and getAllPhoneModels(), that retrieves a list of 
phones that the module supports. 
 

 
Figure 3.1 Test Client main frame 

3.2.2 MODULE 

The module is the plug-in that through the OMSI interface makes it possible for 
manufacturers to communicate with their devices. The modules are developed by the device 
manufacturers within the OMSI Forum. 
 
Neither the sample module in OMSI Implementation Framework (OMSI IF) nor the modules 
developed by manufacturers contain a GUI. Therefore processes in the windows activity 
might be helpful to see if the modules are running. When installing the module the catalog 
(see Section 3.2.3) must not be running. To make it persistent the modules have to be 
unregistered to not stay in the catalog. In OMSI IF the sample module is seen as a white 
frame that shows when the module is started and the sample module automatically installs 
itself into the sample catalog when executing the file. 
 
Table 3.2 illustrates a list of the calls that the module can perform on the client. Most of the 
operation calls are results of the operation calls sent by the client towards the module. The 
userInteraction() operation call instructs the user  to actively perform what is asked, can 
be entering a pin, turn on phone, turn off phone etc. 
 

Label Description 

progressReport Indicates the progress of a task being performed by 
the module. 

phoneConnected Alerts the client if a phone is connected. 

userInteraction Gets input from the client user. 

loginResult Indicates the success and gives the result of a login 
task 

logoutResult Indicates the success and gives the result of a logout 
task 

getAllPhoneModelsResult Indicates the success and gives the result of a 
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getAllPhoneModels task 

getAllConnectionsResult Indicates the success and gives the result of a 
getAllConnections task 

getPhoneInfo Indicates the success and gives the result of a 
getPhoneInfo task 

getUsageInfoResult Indicates the success and gives the result of a 
getUsageInfo task 

getRecoveryUpdateInformationResult Indicates the success and gives the result of a 
getRecoveryUpdateInformation task 

phoneSelfTestResult Indicates the success and gives the result of a 
phoneSelfTest task 

backupUserDataResult Indicates the success or partial success of a 
backupUserData task 

restoreUserDataResult Indicates the success or partial success of a 
restoreUserData task 

updatePhoneResult Indicates the success of a updatePhone task 

getSupportedSettingsResult Indicates the success and returns the result of a 
getSupportedSettings task 

getSettingsResult Indicates the success and returns a result of a 
getSettings task. 

setSettingsResult Indicates the success of a setSettings task. 

actionFailed Indicates that a task has failed. 
Table 3.2 Possible operation calls towards client 

 

3.2.3 CATALOG 

The catalog is a catalog service where the modules are registered and can be looked up by the 
client. At the moment the catalog is implemented in the OMSI IF, see Section 3.5. No new 
catalog is currently under development by any of the OMSI Forum members, the sample 
catalog therefore constitutes the only functional catalog. The sample catalog contains no GUI 
for user input or visualization. When starting the sample catalog a white window appears, 
symbolizing that the catalog is running.  
 
The calls listed in Table 3.3 are the ones the module and client can perform on the catalog.  
 

Label Description 

registerModule Registers a module in the catalog. 

unregisterModule Removes a module from the catalog. 

getAllModules Retrieves a list of modules registered in the catalog. 
Table 3.3 Possible operation calls towards catalog 
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3.2.4 WEB SERVICES 

Web services (WS) are a software system that makes interoperability between machines over 
a network e.g. the Internet possible, presupposing that the remote system is hosting the 
requested services.The OMSI 2.0 Specification is holding the description of possible calls that 
specifies the Web service Interfaces. In OMSI the protocol used is gSOAP. For more 
information about gSOAP see Chapter 4.3. Web services have, in order to handle network 
delays, been implemented asynchronously with callbacks to avoid problems with timeouts. 
The OMSI IF implementation was made using standard synchronous calls for both the initial 
calls as well as the callback, see Figure 3.2. 
  

 
Figure 3.2 Illustration of Web services 

3.2.5 OMSI IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK 

The OMSI Implementation Framework (OMSI IF) is the executable base for the OMSI 2.0 
standard, making it possible for members of the OMSI Forum to test the existing OMSI 
functionality. No developing program is needed, since the OMSI IF includes a number of 
executable files, able to be run at any pc. With OMSI IF a user instructions for installation are 
included. The installation package includes a catalog, a test client, a catalog viewer, a super 
module and a sub module. The super module works as an interface between the sub modules 
and the client. The client interprets the super module as a usual module at the same time as the 
sub module interprets the super module as a client, see Figure 3.3. 

Module Client WS WS 

Operation 
Call Operation 

call 

Operation 
call received 

Operation 
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Operation 
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received 
Operation 

response/result 
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Figure 3.3 Illustration of client, super module and sub module 

 

3.3 OMSI Test Suite 
OMSI Test Suite is the common name for the verification system developed as a part of this 
thesis work. The OMSI Test Suite will in its first phase include test software for module 
verification towards the OMSI standard, tests for client conformance towards the OMSI 
standard and a catalog verifier, testing the catalog’s conformance towards the OMSI standard. 

3.3.1 MODULE INTERFACE VERIFIER 

The Module Interface Verifier is the software used to test and verify the OMSI conformance 
of a given OMSI module. The verifier will be an add-on to the current existing “Test Client” 
available in the OMSI Implementation Framework, where the existing “Test Client” GUI will 
be modified and the forthcoming code implemented in the current project. The language 
chosen for this part of the implementation is C#.  
 
For the purpose of being efficient and easy-to-use, the verifier does automatically test all the 
Response and Result messages of a given operation. To be OMSI compliant, the module has 
to pass the test with valid Response and Result messages for all existing operations. Logs are 
written to a verification result file. 
 
There are two possibilities in introducing the Module Interface Verifier. Either the verification 
functionality can be added to the existing Test Client, or the verifier can be developed as a 
separate application. In the former case the existing GUI will be equipped with an additional 
button, corresponding to the verification of all the Response and Result messages. The idea in 
the latter case is to develop a new, separate GUI for the Module Interface Verifier. Also here 
the main intention is to test all the Response and Result messages pressing a single button. It 
is possible to add graphical items keeping information about progress and status for the 
verification process, especially in the latter case. In both cases the automatic tests have to be 
complemented with manual test specifications aiming at verifying conformance of the OMSI 
concept specification and compatibility with other OMSI modules. 
 
Prior to the beginning of planning the Module Interface Verifier part of the project, a meeting 
with the project manager was arranged. A decision had to be taken concerning which of the 
two alternatives is to be chosen for the implementation of the Module Interface Verifier. After 
open discussion with the project manager and other members involved in the project a 
decision was taken to build the Module Interface Verifier on the existing Test Client, 
implementing needed functionality in existing code and GUI. Some reasons for this 
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alternative being chosen were partly the time-saving aspect and also a simpler approach to 
saving the problem at hand. 

3.3.2 CLIENT INTERFACE VERIFIER 

The Client Interface Verifier is the software that is used to test and verify the OMSI 
conformance of a given OMSI client. The verifier is implemented in C++. It includes an 
application that, in a wizard-style, instructs the user (the client operator) to perform different 
operation calls towards a dummy module that is included in the Client Interface Verifier and 
developed from the existing OMSI module. This is done in a pre-defined sequential order. 
The operation calls sent from the client to the dummy module verify their OMSI 
conformance. The procedure for running the Client Interface Verifier can be as follows: The 
client must be fed with the correct settings to be able to connect to the Client Interface 
Verifier. When the needed settings for the Login command are correct, corresponding to the 
predefined values in the Client Interface Verifier, the verification progress can be started. In a 
checked list box the client operator should be able to choose operations that need to be tested 
for OMSI conformance. Some operations are dependent on other operations that are needed to 
be run prior to them. Therefore when verifying certain operations, other operations will be 
automatically checked in order to make sure the sequence is possible to run. After starting the 
sequential test by pressing the start button the user will be instructed to send the operations 
request from the client to the Client Interface Verifier. For communication to be able to 
happen the Web Service Server must be started and therefore the first instructions appearing 
in the instruction text box is “Start Web Service Server and send Login request”. If the calls 
sent from the Client are OMSI conformant, the user will get a message in the result text box 
telling that operations were carried out successfully. If an operation request is not OMSI 
conformant, gSOAP will catch the exception generated. Next operation chosen to test was 
Login and the user is now instructed to send Login request. If all requested operations were 
carried out ok, being OMSI conformant, the result text box will show “All requested 
operations successful”. If for some reason wrong operation is sent, but still being OMSI 
conformant, the message “Wrong operation” will be shown in the result text box. The Client 
Interface Verifier then still need the correct operation to be able to continue the defined 
sequence. 
 
All of the verification results will be automatically saved in a separate log file. 

3.3.3 CATALOG INTERFACE VERIFIER 

The Catalog Interface Verifier is the software that is used to test and verify the OMSI 
conformance of a given OMSI Catalog. The verifier is based on code existing in the OMSI 
Implementation Framework called the “Catalog Viewer”, which in its original form is a GUI 
that displays catalog events, implemented in C#. The Catalog Interface specifies the possible 
(synchronous) calls the module and the client can perform on the catalog. The extension of 
the code will include simulation of calls from both module and client. It will also include 
means for monitoring the reaction of the catalog. Note that although simulated, the calls fed to 
the catalog originating from the application are carried out via gSOAP. 
 
When verifying the OMSI conformance of the client, a non-functional module object is 
registered and a read catalog operation is performed to confirm the OMSI conformance. The 
creation of a non-functional module is part of the extension of the original “Catalog Viewer”. 
This function actually simulates the registration of a (in this case non-functional) module 
object in the catalog for the purpose of verifying the conformance of the OMSI Catalog. The 
second part of the extension of the “Catalog Viewer” is the possibility to unregister a module 
from the current catalog. This function is primarily implemented to test the OMSI 
conformance when sending an unregister module request to unregister the non-functional 
module object created when verifying the register module function. The unregister functions 
works just as good on a registered functional module. 
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4 Development Tools 

4.1 Visual Studio 
The main development tool during the project was Visual Studio .NET 2003. The original 
development of the OMSI 2.0 Implementation Framework, see Section 4.2 included both C++ 
and C#, see Section 4.1.1, and was developed in Visual Studio .NET 2003. Prior to 
development start of the OMSI Test Suite, a decision was made to continue the development 
within the Visual Studio .NET environment, namely Visual Studio .NET 2003. 
 
Visual Studio .NET is a powerful software development environment, developed by 
Microsoft with the .NET Framework in mind. The development environment in Visual Studio 
.NET is language-neutral, using the same tools regardless of programming language, same 
measurements and a debugger that allows the user to write code in any language supported by 
the .NET Framework. [5] 

4.1.1 C# 

C and C++ have been around for decades and provide the developer a great amount of control 
and flexibility in the development process but this comes at the cost of productivity. C and 
C++ applications often take longer time to develop due to the both languages sheer 
complexities and long cycle times. Within the C and C++ community this has initiated a 
search for a language presenting an improved balance between power and productivity. 
 
Microsoft came up with a solution to this problem by creating a language called C# 
(pronounced “C sharp”). C# is, similar to Java, an object-oriented language enabling the 
software developer to quickly build many different applications for the Microsoft .NET 
platform, which provides tools and services for both computing and communications. Thanks 
to C#’s object-oriented design it provides a wide variety of choices for developing 
components from high-level objects to system-level applications. C# is designed to encourage 
a rapid development for the C++ programmer without forfeiting on power and control, which 
are the trademarks of C and C++. Simplified, C# is designed to help developers to develop 
more code with fewer lines of code and minimize the opportunities for errors. With the help 
of the .NET Framework, C# developers can take advantage of built-in support for turning any 
component into an XML Web service that can be used by an application on any platform with 
the help of the Internet. Another feature that makes C# a usable Internet programming tool 
C#’s ability to allow XML data to be mapped directly into a struct data type instead of a class, 
which creates a more efficient way to handle different amounts of data. 
 
Due to the modern design of C#, the most common C++ programming errors can be 
eliminated. For example, the garbage collection within C# will take the burden of the 
developer when it comes to memory management. The developer has no longer the need to 
manually control the memory management. In addition, variables in C# are initialized by the 
environment and the same variables are also type-safe. 
 
When revisions are made to the code, unintentional changes can appear in the code. To cope 
with this problem, C# includes a version support for the language. This can, for example, be 
illustrated by method overriding, where in C# it has to be explicit. This is not the case in C++ 
or Java, where it happens unintentionally. [11] 
 

4.2 .NET Framework 
The .NET Framework is mostly covered with managed code, see Section 4.2.1. Managed 
code is code that is object oriented, type-safe, memory-managed, secure and one of the 
biggest advantages with managed code: portable. The managed code is compiled on demand 
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from its indigenous form, called Intermediate Language (IL), to machine code that can run on 
the actual processor. In addition to this, Microsoft has defined a set of classes (with belonging 
namespaces) that make up the runtime environment for the managed code, named the 
Common Language Runtime (CLR), see Section 4.2.3. This CLR is the programming 
backbone of any managed language in the .NET environment, giving the developer control 
over all the fundamentals needed to create a program. 
 
Programs written within the .NET Framework are, thanks to the .NET Framework, safer to 
run and more stable and safe than earlier programs. This comes at a cost though. Development 
within the .NET Framework differs from development in Visual Studio 6.0 on among other 
things the structural difference of how the code is managed by the common language runtime. 
There are five important feature changes from Visual Studio 6.0 to the .NET Framework (read 
Visual Studio .NET 2003): 
 

1. COM interoperability In various aspects, the .NET Framework is a further 
development of the Component Object Model (COM), a transformation for the 
Internet, made possible by Microsoft, see Section 4.2.4. The .NET Framework differs 
a lot from COM being completely different from the component architecture COM is 
based on. Although the big differences, the .NET Framework has built-in support for 
COM referred in .NET as COM Interop. The purpose with this interoperability layer is 
to create a linkage between the .NET code and the COM object. This makes it possible 
for the COM object to appear as a .NET object to the CLR. Also, the .NET client 
appears as a COM client to the COM server. 

2. Variant not needed The managed languages in .NET use common data types in the 
CLR. The advantage with this system is that all the data types inherit from a single 
“object” type. This object type permits the data to be handled polymorphically without 
the need for an outside type (for example the COM variant). This is the reason the 
.NET Framework does not need the use of variants. 

3. Garbage collection Managed languages make use of garbage collectors for the 
memory management. This is applied to help the .NET projects to perform and 
balance better than if a reference model was used. Another advantage is that it can also 
help reduce unintended memory leaks caused by circular references. A side effect with 
this functionality is that the garbage collector is non-deterministic, meaning it is 
irregular in its behavior. When an object reference is released in for example Visual 
Basic 6.0, the release immediately frees the object referenced and allows it to shut 
down. This no longer applies in .NET because the garbage collector does not indicate 
when an object is cleaned up and this can keep deterministic programs in memory 
longer than needed. 

4. Just-in-Time (JIT) compiling Managed code is kept in IL form to be platform 
independent. This implies that the code has to be compiled straight away as it is 
executed for the first time. For the purpose of making the process faster and more 
efficient, Microsoft developed a JIT process for managed languages. But on the 
downside, this process makes the client or component a little bit slower to load than if 
the code was unmanaged. Also, the common language runtime executes both security 
and type checking when integrating with JIT and may sometimes not run the code 
depending on the execution environment. 

5. Limits of OLE The conventional OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) is not a part 
of the CLR. There is an ongoing process for replacing it with XML and HTML for 
“object” representation and by Microsoft SOAP when linking to remote data sources. 
It is important to point out that there is currently no full replacement for OLE. The 
.NET does not provide built-in support for traditional OLE in managed code. [5] 
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4.2.1 MANAGED CODE 

Managed code is created by the Visual Basic .NET and C# compilers. Managed code is 
compiled to IL and not machine code, which can be run straightforwardly on the computer. 
The IL is stored in an assembly file together with metadata describing the classes, methods 
and attributes of the code created. This assembly is the big advantage with the .NET 
Framework. The assembly can be copied to and deployed on another server and most often 
that is the only thing needed for the assembly to work on the other server. 
 
Managed code runs in the CLR, where this runtime presents many different services for the 
running code. A normal running procedure includes loading and verifying the assembly to 
assure that the IL is okay. Next, just as methods are called, the runtime makes sure the 
methods are compiled to machine code suitable for the machine the code is run on and also 
caches the current machine code in order to be able to use it the next time the method is 
called. This process is called Just-In-Time (JIT) compiling, see Figure 4.1. 
 

Figure 4.1 Just-In-Time compiling 

As the assembly is running, the runtime keeps track of the progress made and also continues 
to supply services such as security, memory management, threading and more. The 
application becomes managed by the runtime. 
 
Visual Basic .NET and C# can only create managed code, while Visual C++ .NET can create 
managed code if the programmer wishes to. [8] 

4.2.2 UNMANAGED CODE 

Unmanaged code is what was used and created prior to the release of Visual Studio .NET 
2002. Programming software such as Visual Basic 6, Visual C++ 6 and even an old C 
compiler all produce unmanaged code. This means that compiling is performed straight to 
machine code that only runs on the machine the code is compiled on or another machine with 
the same hardware configuration. Services such as security and memory management are 
received from the operative system, not from the runtime as for the managed code, (see Figure 
4.2. The more recent unmanaged applications get the operative system services through COM 
calls. 
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Figure 4.2 Managed code vs. Unmanaged code 

Even though Visual C++ is included in Visual Studio, it can still create unmanaged 
applications. When starting a new C++ project in Visual Studio, it is possible to choose if the 
user wants to create an unmanaged application or a managed. [9] 

4.2.3 COMMON LANGUAGE RUNTIME 

The Common Language Runtime (CLR) is a part of the Microsoft .NET Framework and its 
function is to manage the execution of programs which are written in a supported language. 
This will allow the written programs to share common object-oriented classes written in one 
of the supported languages. 
 
The CLR is Microsoft’s counterpart of the Java virtual machine, the latter being created by 
Sun Microsystems to provide support for running programs created and compiled from the 
Java language. Another common description for the CLR is as a “managed execution 
environment”. The advantage of this process is that a program compiled in the CLR does not 
need a language-specific environment to execute. It can be moved and executed on an 
optional system with Windows 2000 or Windows XP. Programs written in Visual Basic, 
Visual C++ or C# are compiled into an intermediate code called Common Intermediate 
Language (CIL). This intermediate code can be managed and executed by the CLR. When 
compiling a program, data is stored as metadata. The metadata contains information on the 
environment and about the program, bundled together with the compiled program. Metadata 
instructs the CLR about what language that was used, the version of the program and what 
class libraries the program requires. The CLR will permit an instance of a class written in one 
language to call a method of a class written in another language. In addition, the CLR also 
provides garbage collection (described in Section 4.2), exception handling and debugging 
services. [5] 

4.2.4 COMPONENT OBJECT MODEL 

A very simple explanation for Component Object Model (COM) is a method for sharing 
binary code between different applications and languages. This method is made possible by 
Windows allowing the use of DLL’s when sharing code at the binary level. Using a binary 
standard will put the responsibility of compatibility on the compiler producing the binaries. 
This simplifies e.g. when those binaries need to be used later on in the development. The 
COM’s objects share the same structure in the memory as the C++ virtual functions, making it 
possible for COM code to use C++. It is although important to point out that the language the 
module is written in does not matter, because the generated binary is language independent. 
 
A complication occurs since the DLLs for sharing code at the binary level are written for a C 
interface. This means that they can only be used by C or languages that can cope with the C 
calling convention. This will add the sharing demand on the programming language 
implementer instead of the DLLs. When developing and supporting program component 
objects, Microsoft’s Framework makes use of the COM. Its functionality is to interoperate 
between distributed objects and different networks supported by the major companies in the 
computer industry. The COM supports the underlying services of interface negotiation, life 
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cycle management (with the purpose of deciding when an object can be removed from the 
system), licensing and event services (aiming at adding an object into service as a result of an 
event occuring in another project). [4] 

4.2.5 COM INTEROPERABILITY IN .NET 

The COM Interop services of the common language runtime will assist when managed code 
running in .NET is communicating with earlier COM servers with the help of a wrapper 
between the managed code and the COM server. This wrapper is called an Interop Assembly. 
When a reference to a COM server is added in a .NET project, Visual Studio .NET will use 
the type information to generate code for a Runtime Callable Wrapper (RCW) which will then 
be imported into the current project. The managed code is then compiled into the Interop 
Assembly and accessed by the .NET Framework as any other .NET managed library. The 
conclusion is that the RCW will work as a middle-hand between the managed code and the 
COM server. [5] 

4.2.6 OLE 

Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) was developed by Microsoft and is a distributed object 
system and protocol. A simpler explanation is a set of API’s to create and display (often 
compound) documents. A compound document is for example a word document, containing 
text mixed with pictures, spreadsheets, digital audio and video and more. 
 
OLE takes advantage of, and is a part of, the COM. The primary use for OLE is to manage 
compound documents but also when transferring data between different applications, for 
example with the help of the Windows clipboard. The functionality of OLE is to aid in the 
process of editing a part of a document, for example a part of the text or a picture, and then 
returning the edited part to the original document. The benefits with OLE are reduced file size 
and the option to create a master file. 
OLE makes use of rich client architecture. This means that in order to be able to manipulate a 
document for instance, a program or application that enables reading or editing of that 
document must be present on the current machine. [3] 

4.3 gSOAP 
gSOAP is a Web Service development toolkit for C and C++. It is an open source project used 
to create Simple Object Access Protocol clients and servers.  
 
The gSOAP tools offer a SOAP/XML-to-C/C++ language binding to simplify the 
development of SOAP/XML Web services and client applications in C and C++. gSOAP 
supplies a C/C++ transparent SOAP API through the use of a compiler technology that does 
not show irrelevant SOAP-specific details for the user. The gSOAP stub and skeleton 
compiler will automatically chart local and user defined C and C++ data types to semantically 
corresponding XML data types and vice-versa. This will result in full SOAP interoperability 
with an API relieving the user from the complicated SOAP details, enabling the user to focus 
on the application-fundamental logic. [2] 

4.4 TestLink 
TestLink is a web based test management and test execution system. It is an open source tool 
under the General Public License (GPL), which means that it is free to utilize. TestLink is 
based on PHP and also uses MySQL for its database management. The tool enables users to 
create and manage different test cases. With the help of test plans within TestLink, test cases 
can be organized and supervised in an easy-to-grasp way. The test plans will then allow 
different members of the project to execute the test case and track the generated results 
dynamically. Furthermore, TestLink facilitates the possibility to generate reports and software 
requirements can be mapped out, prioritized and allocated with the help of the TestLink 
software. 
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For the project at hand, TestLink is being used first and foremost as an organizer for the 
different test cases affiliated with the OMSI Test Suite, which include installation test cases, 
test cases including instructions for running the different applications within the OMSI Test 
Suite and in this early phase of the project, minor tests for verifying the applications 
functionality. 

4.4.1 PHP 

PHP (recursive acronym for Hypertext Preprocessor) is a widely spread Open Source 
scripting language for all-purpose use. It is particularly well suited for developing web 
applications. PHP commonly runs on a web server where PHP code is used as input and 
created web pages become the output. A great benefit with PHP is that it can be embedded 
into HTML. PHP can be deployed on most web servers and is compatible with almost any OS 
platform. 
 
PHP scripts are used in three main areas: Server-side scripting, command line scripting and 
writing desktop applications. PHP is mainly a server-side scripting language which allows the 
user to collect form data, generate dynamic page content or send and receive cookies with the 
help of a web server and a web browser. One of the main advantages with PHP is that it 
supports a large variety of databases. [1] 

4.4.2 MYSQL 

MySQL is a database management system where the database is a structured collection of 
data. SQL stands for “Structured Query Language” and is the most widespread standardized 
language used to access databases. The function of MySQL is to simply add, access and 
process the data stored in the computer database. MySQL is a relational database management 
system, which means that the database will store the data in separate tables instead of putting 
all the data in one big table. The advantage of this is speed and flexibility. 
 
MySQL is an open source software which means that any user is able to modify the software 
if necessary. MySQL also uses the GPL and is completely free to download and use. [1] 

4.5 TortoiseSVN 
TortoiseSVN is a free, open source subversion control client. It is free software released under 
the GPL and implemented as a Windows shell extension. TortoiseSVN will administrate files 
and directories over time and store them in a central repository. The repository works very 
much like a ordinary file server, but with a major difference. The repository remembers every 
change made to its files and directories. This will allow recovering older versions of files and 
directories and also examining the history of the file or directory and to see all the changes 
made and who made those changes. 
 
TortoiseSVN has been widely used throughout the thesis work in order to cope with all the 
parallel changes and merging of code, when developing in parallel. [10] 
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5 Implementation 
The implementation process has been divided into three parts, according to the three different 
parts of the OMSI Test Suite. Each part of the Test Suite was implemented independently of 
the others. The first part to be implemented was the Module Interface Verifier (Chapter 5.1), 
followed by the Client Interface Verifier (Chapter 5.2) and finally the Catalog Interface 
Verifier (Chapter 5.3). 
 
The thesis work was divided into two subprojects where the Module Interface Verifier 
became the first subproject and the Client Interface Verifier together with the Catalog 
Interface Verifier became the second subproject. The reason for dividing the work into 
subprojects was to more easily plan the work ahead and also making it easier to follow up the 
work and keeping track of the progress. A project plan was written for each of the 
subprojects, describing the procedure of the forthcoming work. A time plan was created for 
each subproject in order to keep track of the progress, and to make sure that the work did not 
exceed the set time limit. 
 
For communication to be established and to ensure the possibility for it to go on, the web 
services server must be started and run for every part that is supposed to be executed. In the 
OMSI Module and the OMSI Catalog, meaning the Client Interface Verifier and Catalog 
Interface Verifier the web service server is started by code execution when starting the 
different parts. For the Module Interface Verifier a manual start of the web service server is 
required, using the Start web service button. 
 

5.1 Module Interface Verifier 
Since the Module Interface Verifier is built on the existing Test Client in the OMSI IF and 
can be seen as an add-on functionality, the Test Client will be used to denote the application. 
Before the implementation started, the existing code was downloaded and compiled to get an 
understanding of the functionality of the existing application. Looking into the different parts 
of the code using debug mode in VS .NET, stepping through the utilized methods and 
operations gave a wider knowledge and understanding of the existing code. 
 

 
Figure 5.1 View of Module Interface Verifier GUI 
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5.1.1 GUI 

The implementation started with adding a new tab labeled Module Verification, and a button 
labeled Verify Module, see Figure 5.2, for starting an autonomous test sequence testing all 
available operation calls towards the module. 
 

 
Figure 5.2 Tabs and button of Module Interface Verifier 

5.1.2 START OF TEST SEQUENCE 

The first way of trying to create a simple test sequence that performs more than one call was 
to write a method in the mainForm class in the TestClient. Soon problems occurred in form of 
the mainform class locked up the GUI system bar, making the possibility to write result from 
forthcoming operations impossible. Because this “event thread” never closes, other 
communication with the system bar in the GUI is denied. The solution to this was to create a 
new class using a new thread, which handles all the calls. This class was labeled 
BigCallerClass. Also, this class should handle the response in a way that ensures that 
conformance is shown in the GUI. Every single operation call that is tested in the autonomous 
test sequence is built in a similar way, see Appendix A - BigCallerClass. By adding the 
following lines to the handler for the Verify module button, a new instance of the 
BigCallerClass class is created. A new thread is also created to enable the possibility to call 
a method in another class. The method called is TestSequence(). [6] 
 

 

... 
 
private void testButton_Click(object sender, System.EventArgs e) 
  { 
   //string moduleEndPoint = this.moduleUrlTextBox.Text; 

  BigCallerClass caller = new BigCallerClass(this, 
this.module, this.progressResult); 

//System.Threading.ThreadStart yepp = 
newSystem.Threading.ThreadStart(caller.TestSequence
); 

   //System.Threading.Thread thread = new 
System.Threading.Thread(yepp); 

   //thread.Start(); 
 
   new Thread(new ThreadStart(caller.TestSequence)).Start(); 
  } 
... 

Figure 5.3 Start of autonomous test (mainForm) 

The beginning of the TestSequence() method, see Figure 5.4, starts with the 
clearLogTextBox() command where the GUI text box for logging is cleared, seen at the 
lower part of the GUI in Figure 5.1, to ensure that log results from tests prior to the active 
ones are not saved in the log. The following line holds the CreateDirectory() command 
that creates a new directory under the predefined path. This to make sure that all OMSI log 
files created under the use of the Module Interface Verifier can be found with ease. The origin 
of log files and a comprehensive description of Figure 5.4 are given in Section 5.1.4. 
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... 
 
public void TestSequence() 
  { 
   form.clearLogTextBox(); 
   Directory.CreateDirectory(@"C:\OMSI_Log"); 
   form.datetimeString = "c:\\OMSI_Log\\TestClient_LogFile_" + 

form.dateAndTime() + ".txt"; 
   form.progressSummary = 

@"c:\OMSI_Log\TestClient_ProgressSummary_" + 
form.dateAndTime() + ".txt"; 

   form.nbrPass = 0; 
   form.nbrFail = 0; 
   form.nbrNotSupp = 0; 
 
   form.LogLine("Writing log file to: " +form.datetimeString); 
 
   form.testLockGUI(); 
 
...  

Figure 5.4 Call for new action ID 

 

5.1.3 OPERATION CALLS 

All operation calls towards the module must include a unique action ID. This action ID is 
returned from a method in the module, see Figure 5.5. Independent of which operation calls 
that are performed, every operation call must have a unique action ID. Therefore 
module.NewActionID() will be called by all operation calls. 
 

 

... 
 
string aIdLogin = module.NewActionID(); 
 
... 

Figure 5.5 Call for new action ID. 

Every operation call made towards an OMSI conformant module must include certain 
parameters. For the actual login call from Module Interface Verifier to the module, the 
number of parameters are 12, seen in Figure 5.6 below. 
 

 

... 
 
module.Login(form.moduleUrl(), aIdLogin, form.username(), 

form.password(), form.country(), form.language(), 
form.proxyUrl(), form.proxyPort(), form.proxyUsername(), 
form.proxyPassword(), form.proxyUrl(), form.offline()); 
 

... 

Figure 5.6 Login operation call 

All parameters for the login operation except aIdLogin, seen in Figure 5.5, are retrieved from 
methods returning the contents of the text boxes in the GUI. 
 
When an operation call has been carried out, the test sequence must wait until a response is 
received before continuation. Else, operations dependent on other operations prior to the 
actual operation might not be carried out in a proper way. This was ensured by creating a 
while loop (see Figure 5.7) that will wait until a response is received by a method in the 
mainform() class. The statement is looping until the response comes back, making sure the 
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test sequence does not continue, sending the next operation call. This ensures that operation 
calls are made in a correct sequential order. 
 

 

... 
 
form.loginResultReceived = false; 
form.actionFailedResultReceived = false; 
 
int i = 0; 
while (!form.loginResultReceived && form.actionFailedResultReceived 

&& i < 10) 
    { 
     System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000); 
     i++; 
    } 
 
... 

Figure 5.7 While loop in test sequence 

As long as the condition is met, in this case the booleans loginResultReceived and 
actionFailedResultReceived are false the thread is set asleep during a 2000ms cycle. The 
two boolens in the condition cover the two possible outcomes of the login operation call and 
they are both set to false before entering the while loop. Depending on which of 
LoginResultEventHandler() and ActionFailedEventHandler()in mainForm() that 
receive a result, one of the booleans are set true. For deeper knowledge of how the 
ActionFailedEventHandler() handles the failed event, see Figure 5.11. If the result is 
received by the event handler corresponding to the operation, the solution is similar for all 
operations. The boolean corresponding to the actual operation is set true, see Figure 5.7. The 
boolean in the if-statement is set false by default in the mainform() class. When pushing the 
Verify module button in the GUI, a method named testLockGUI() is called, where the 
boolean testSequenceButton is set true, see Section 5.1.5. If the event handler is of the 
operation is entered, the operation call was a success. To be able to log not only the results, 
but to summarize which operations that pass a method called OperationIndentifierPass() 
was created. To be able to not only summarize passed operation calls, 
OperationIndentifierFail() and OperationIndentifierNotSupported()  were created. 
With these three methods a summary of the result saved in a separate log file is created, see 
Section 5.1.6. [6] 
 

 

... 
 
loginResultReceived = true; 
       
if (testSequenceButton) 
 { 
  this.OperationIdentifierPass(e); 
 } 
 
... 

Figure 5.8 Handle of login result event  

5.1.4 LOGGING 

To be able to follow the result of the operation calls, the log text box in the GUI is 
continuously updated throughout the verification process. The information includes a 
delimiter to easy be able to separate the operations in the log text box, the name of the 
operation that is about to be performed, the action ID of the operation and a message to notify 
the user that the operation call has been sent, see Figure 5.9. This kind of log follows in all 
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operation calls, but for other operations holding information corresponding to that particular 
operation. 
 

 

... 
 
form.delimit(); 
form.LogLine("Logging in to '" + form.moduleUrl() + "'..."); 
form.LogLine(""); 
 
... 
 
form.LogLine("\tActionID Login = '" + aIdLogin +"'"); 
form.LogLine(""); 
 
... 
   
form.LogLine("Login request sent!"); 
form.LogLine(""); 
 
... 

Figure 5.9 Log to log text box 

Creation of log files was a requirement, to in an easy way, be able to do multiple tests and 
check the log files afterwards. The creation of a log file is done utilizing a method creating a 
file name including the actual date and time at the start of the session. This is made possible 
by adding separate included methods in Visual Studio .NET 2003, getting the total file name 
by summarizing them altogether. By adding the path of where the file should be saved, gives 
the total path as can be seen in Figure 5.4. The date and time included in the file name can not 
include spaces, which make the included functions in System difficult to use. A method was 
instead created, including the necessary information to create the file name. 
 
To be able to separate what operation calls that fail and keep a record of which operation calls 
that correspond to what actionID a class called ProgressResult was created, see Appendix B 
- ProgressResult. The class is of type singleton, which conveys that only one instance of the 
class can be created, also giving the possibility of using it globally. This class keeps a record 
of the unique actionID and corresponding action name of the operation call. The class uses a 
hash table where the actionID and corresponding action name are inserted together, using the 
actionID as key, see Figure 5.10. [7] 
 

 

... 
 
progressResult.InsertAction(aIdLogin, "Login Test"); 
 
... 

Figure 5.10 Inserting actionID and action name in hash table 

When the answer of the operation call returns from the module to the mainForm class, the 
result is logged as a success or fail, depending on if the resultEventHandler() of the 
performed operation call or the HandleActionFailedEvent() is called. If the 
resultEventHandler() gets the response, the OperationIdentifierPass() method is 
called, see Figure 5.8. If the response is fetched by HandleActionFailedEvent(), the 
actionID is used in GetCorrespondingActionName() to fetch the name of that operation call, 
see Figure 5.11. If the operation call that fails is not the login operation call, the information 
of the failed event is logged in the log text box in the GUI. The boolean 
actionFailedResultReceived is set true, affecting the waiting while-statement in the 
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BigCallerClass class (see Figure 5.7) to make the test sequence continue. Since the test 
sequence is used, the OperationIdentifierFail() method is called, see Figure 5.12. 
 

 

... 
 
public void HandleActionFailedEvent(object sender, 
OmsiWrapper.ActionFailedEventArgs e) 
 { 

String actionName = 
progressResult.GetCorrespondingActionName(e.ActionID);  

if (actionName == "Login Test") 
   { 
    this.OperationIdentifierFail(e); 
    progressResult.DeleteAction(e.ActionID); 
    this.LogLine(""); 
    this.LogLine("Test is TERMINATED"); 
    this.testUnLockGUI(); 
   }  
   else 
   { 
    this.LogLine("\tActionId='" + e.ActionID + "'"); 
    this.LogLine("\tDescription='" + e.Description + "'"); 
    this.LogLine("\tResultCode='" + e.ResultCode + "'"); 
   
    this.LogLine(""); 
    actionFailedResultReceived = true; 
  
    if (testSequenceButton) 
    { 
     this.OperationIdentifierFail(e); 
    } 
   }   
 
...     

Figure 5.11 View of HandleActionFailedEvent 

If the login operation call fails, no other operation call will be carried out successfully, since 
logging in to a module is required for all other operation calls. Therefore the current test 
session is terminated after calling the OperationIdentifierFail() method for logging, see 
Figure 5.12. The actionID and its corresponding action name is also deleted from the hash 
table in the progressResult() class. The method testUnlockGUI() is described in Section 
5.1.5. The inverted method is the testLockGUI() method called in Figure 5.4, described in 
Section 5.1.5. 
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... 
 
private void OperationIdentifierFail(OmsiWrapper.ActionFailedEventArgs e) 

{ 
  String actionName = 

progressResult.GetCorrespondingActionName(e.ActionID); 
  this.LogLine("The " + actionName + " action FAILED!"); 
  try 
   { 
    TextWriter Fail; 

   Fail = 
TextWriter.Synchronized(File.AppendText(this.p
rogressSummary)); 

      
    Fail.WriteLine("The " + actionName + " has 
FAILED!"); 
    Fail.WriteLine("\tDescription = '" + e.Description + 
"'"); 
    Fail.WriteLine("\tResultcode = '" + e.ResultCode + 
"'"); 
    Fail.WriteLine(""); 
    Fail.Close();; 
   } 
   catch (System.IO.IOException exception) 
   { 
    LogException(exception); 
   } 
 
   progressResult.DeleteAction(e.ActionID); 
 
   nbrFail++; 

 
Figure 5.12 Managing of failed operation calls 

The logging to file, in addition to the logging in the log text box in the GUI are maintained by 
two types of log files created for every started test session. The actual log file named 
TestClient_LogFile_YYYYmmddHHmmss.txt logs everything that is logged in the log text 
box, see Figure 5.9. The other log file summarizes the passed, failed and not supported 
functions, to make it easy to get an overview of the result. The name of the summary file is 
TestClient_ProgressSummary_YYYYmmddHHmmss.txt. To be able to summarize the 
operations the integers nbrPass, nbrFail, NbrNotSupp are set to zero at start, see Figure 5.4. 
The integers corresponding to the different methods are counted every time 
OperationIndentifierPass(), OperationIdentifierFail() and 
OperationIdentifierNotSupported() are called, see e.g. Figure 5.12. 

5.1.5 PRECAUTIONS 

The testUnLockGUI() and testUnlockGUI() derives from a security development that locks 
the GUI when pressing the Verify Module button for minimization of inconvenient events, 
hence the functionality of the Test Client supports operation calls to be performed 
independent of time, each other. The locking of the GUI includes locking of the three tabs in 
the main window- the Verify Module button, the Clear Log button as well the Include 
progress reports check box, see Figure 5.13.  
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Figure 5.13 Locking and unlocking of GUI 

... 
 
public void testLockGUI() 
 { 
  this.testSequenceButton = true; 
  this.testButton.Enabled = false; 
  this.mainTabControl.Enabled = false; 
  this.clearLogButton.Enabled = false; 
  this.includeProgressCheckBox.Enabled = false; 
 } 
 
public void testUnLockGUI() 
 { 
  this.testSequenceButton = false; 
  this.testButton.Enabled = true; 
  this.mainTabControl.Enabled = true; 
  this.clearLogButton.Enabled = true; 
  this.includeProgressCheckBox.Enabled = true; 
 } 
 
... 

5.1.6 VERIFIER FUNCTIONALITY 

The verifier must as for the regular test client make sure that the parameters in the main frame 
(Login tab) of the module verifier corresponds to the settings of the module wanted to login 
to. When the text boxes have the correct values, the verifier needs to change tab to the Module 
Verification tab. To start the verification process the Verify Module button is pressed. 
Through the verification process the verifier is able to see the status of all operation calls 
being performed. The name of the started operation call is shown, followed by the 
corresponding actionID. When the operation request is sent, the user will see the text 
“…request sent”. No matter if the operations succeed or fail, the actionID of the performed 
operation is visualized, see Figure 5.14.  
 

 

… 
 
Logging in to 'http://localhost:12101'... 
 
 ActionID Login = 'OMSI-IF-TestClient.633131759629218750.582427223' 
 
Login request sent! 
 
… 

Figure 5.14 Log of login operation call 

If the operation is performed successfully, information is returned containing operation 
results, see Figure 5.15. If the operation is not conformant the information about the failed 
event is logged, containing actionID, result code and a description giving more information 
about the failed event. The test sequence will then go on performing the remaining operation 
calls. Everything logged in the text box during the test is also added to a log file found under a 
specified path, see Figure 5.4. In the same catalog the progress summary is found as well. 
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… 
 
Login successful. 
 ActionID TEST = 'OMSI-IF-TestClient.633131759629218750.582427223' 
 SessionId TEST: 'SID12101117757196331471' 
 
The Login Test action PASSED! 
 
… 

Figure 5.15 Log of successful operation call. 

5.2 Client Interface Verifier 
Prior to the actual start of the implementation process for the Client Interface Verifier, a small 
background study was carried out. Apart from studying the set of specifications for the Client 
Interface Verifier, the existing code was studied and compiled in order to run and test its 
current functionality, prior to the implementation of the Client Interface Verifier. 
 
One future complication became clear once the background study was completed. The 
existing code is a mixture of C and C++ code. The question at issue was whether to use the 
current code and create a GUI from scratch or to take advantage of the GUI wizards built 
within Visual Studio .NET 2003. The advantage with the first alternative was that a functional 
module already exists and the GUI and the added functionality are the only things needed. But 
on the downside, creating a GUI in C++ is time-demanding work plus it requires a 
background study since the current knowledge level for GUI programming in C++ is not 
adequate. The alternative is to create a new solution in Visual Studio .NET 2003 where new 
projects will be created as a C++ Windows Forms Application (within .NET) to make GUI 
creation process a whole lot easier thanks to the form application built within Visual Studio 
.NET 2003. A difficulty with this approach is to create a functional module within the Client 
Interface Verifier since it originates from C and C++ code and it will take some effort to 
transfer it to the .NET environment. 
 
After a project meeting with the project leader and the software supervisor for the project, a 
decision is made. Instead of further developing the current code, a new solution in Visual 
Studio .NET 2003 will be created where the GUI will be built with the help of built-in 
wizards within Visual Studio .NET 2003 and the module functionality will be created from 
scratch with the old code in mind. All this will be implemented using the .NET Framework. 
The major reason for this decision is the time-aspect of the project. It is mutually agreed that 
creating a new solution within Visual Studio .NET 2003 and taking advantage of the .NET 
framework, where the GUI will be created with the help of the built-in wizards, will be the 
more time-beneficial alternative. 

5.2.1 MODULE FUNCTIONALITY 

The first thing done is to create a new solution, a Windows Form .NET application, to 
simplify the GUI creation and make use of the many advantages within the .NET Framework. 
To get the Client Interface Verifier to work as a dummy module is the first priority of this part 
of the project, since the verification process for a client is dependant on a module receiving all 
the calls made from a client in order to verify just those calls. 
 
In order to keep a structure known to function for a module, the OMSI Sample Module code 
is studied. By trying to implement the same structure in the new Client Interface Verifier 
solution, it is anticipated that the new code implemented in the solution will work even 
though complications are expected due to the shift to the .NET Framework. This exact 
problem is discovered pretty soon in the development process of the Client Interface Verifier. 
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An obstacle to overcome is to get the header files right and more importantly, to make sure 
that the header files are associated correctly. 
 
Once the problem with the header files was solved, the next step was to redefine the variables 
from the old Win32 form (OMSI Sample Module) to variables which can be utilized by the 
.NET Framework (Windows Forms .NET Application). The need for redefining variables 
originates from the code for the Sample module, where that code is unmanaged and in order 
for the transformation to managed code to work, the variables have to be redefined. 
  
To be able to completely use and call objects from unmanaged methods and classes in the 
code for the Client Interface Verifier, managers had to be implemented, see Figure 5.16. 
 

  

... 
 
FormManager::FormManager(void) 
{ 
} 
 
FormManager::~FormManager(void) 
{ 
} 
 
FormManager FormManager::m_FormManager; 
 
FormManager* FormManager::GetFormManager() 
{ 
 return &m_FormManager; 
} 
 
 
void FormManager::SetVerifierModuleForm(VerifierModuleForm* pForm) 
{ 
 m_pForm = pForm; 
} 
 
VerifierModuleForm* FormManager::GetVerifierModuleForm() 
{ 
 return m_pForm;  
} 

Figure 5.16 FormManager, managing the form object between managed and unmanaged code 

The functionality of the FormManager is to enable the managed code within the Client 
Interface Verifier to call upon an object from the unmanaged code projects also included in 
the Client Interface Verifier solution. Simplified, the FormManager works as an interface 
between managed and unmanaged code. For example, to be able to call the method 
updateResultTextBox(), defined in the main form (Form1.cpp), in OmsiModule.cpp, the 
following call is made (seen in Figure 5.17) in order to take advantage of the requested 
method. 
 

VerifierModuleForm* form = FormManager::GetFormManager() 
->GetVerifierModuleForm(); 

form->updateResultTextBox("Login OK"); 

Figure 5.17 Call for an unmanaged object from managed code through the manager 

The reason for these complications appearing is that the unmanaged code contains pointers 
and references to objects and variables and in managed code, the pointers and references can 
not be called upon directly. Therefore, the FormManager becomes crucial in order to call upon 
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these pointers and references from the managed part of the code for the Client Interface 
Verifier. 
 
Apart from creating a manager in order to handle the form object (FormManager), another 
manager is created to handle the instruction calls and all the operations connected to 
instruction calls. The functionality of the InstructionManager is, in resemblance with the 
FormManager, to constitute the communication interface between the managed and 
unmanaged parts of the Client Interface Verifier. More specifically, the InstructionManager 
comes in to play when instructions chosen need to be added to a list, in order to keep track of 
the execution order once a session is started. In addition, every time a certain instruction has 
to be collected for the GUI Instructions dialog box or a instruction to be delete once that 
instruction is consumed, the InstructionManager is called. The thing that distinguishes the 
InstructionManager from the FormManager is that the InstructionManager not only 
enables communication through an InstructionManager object, but also contains methods 
that handle the different functions connected with the instructions for the Client Interface 
Verifier. 
 
The InstructionManager object is created in the same way as the FormManager. Apart from 
creating the object enabling the communication, the InstructionManager also contains 
methods for handling the instructions and also the method for creating the file name and time 
stamp for the log file, described later on in this chapter, also see Figure 5.22. In order to store 
the different instructions and in an easy way fetch the right instruction when needed, the 
instructions are stored in a hash table. The name of the operation is stored as the key while the 
instruction, meant for the client tester, is stored as the corresponding content, see Figure 5.18 
for an illustration. 

InstructionTable = new Hashtable(); 
... 
InstructionTable->Add(S"GetPhoneInfo", S"Send GetPhoneInfo request"); 

Figure 5.18 Contents of the hash table within InstructionManager 

When the verifier (the client operator) has chosen the operation calls needed to be verified in 
the current session and the Start button is pressed, those operation calls marked will be added 
to a list in order to keep track of which operation call is next in line. This is done with the help 
of creating a list in the InstructionManager class and the use of the InsertInstruction() 
method shown in Figure 5.19 below. 

 

 

void InstructionManager::InsertInstruction(String* m_strKey) 
{ 
 m_InstructionList.push_back(m_strKey); 
} 

Figure 5.19 The InsertInstruction method 

What the push_back command does is that every time the InsertInstruction method is 
called and used, that instruction will be added at the bottom at the list. This will ensure that 
once the instructions are fetched, the instructions will be listed in the correct execution order. 
I.e. the first instruction inserted in the list will also be the first instruction fetched from this 
list, maintaining the correct order for the different operation calls.  
 
In order to fetch the instructions next in line, a method for fetching that instruction had to be 
written within the InstructionManager class. This method, GetNextInstruction, 
compares the instruction call sent from the client by the verifier (client operator) with the 
instruction next in line in the list and returns either the next instruction to the verifier (client 
operator) or a message implying that the wrong instruction call was sent to the Client 
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Interface Verifier Instructions dialog box. The complete GetNextInstruction method is 
shown in Figure 5.20.  
 

 

String* InstructionManager::GetNextInstruction(String* instructionIn) 
{ 
 try 
 { 
  if(m_InstructionList.size() > 1) 
  { 

gcroot<String*> m_Instruction = 
m_InstructionList.front() 

->ToString(); 
    
   if(m_Instruction->CompareTo(instructionIn) == 0) 
   { 
    m_InstructionList.pop_front(); 
    m_Instruction = m_InstructionList.front()-
>ToString(); 
    String* outString = InstructionTable 

->get_Item(m_Instruction)->ToString(); 
    return outString; 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    return("Wrong operation"); 
   } 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   FormManager::GetFormManager()-
>GetVerifierModuleForm()->updateResultTextBox("All functions tested"); 
  } 
 
 } 
 catch (Exception* e) 
 { 
  FormManager::GetFormManager()->GetVerifierModuleForm()-
>updateResultTextBox(e->ToString()); 
 } 
} 

Figure 5.20 The GetNextInstruction method 

If all the operation calls chosen for verification have been verified and the list is empty on 
instructions, then the current verification session is ended. Also included in the 
GetNextInstruction method is a catch statement, implemented in order to catch any 
occurring exeptions during the use of the GetNextInstruction method. 
 
Another aspect when mixing unmanaged and managed code together in the same solution 
within a .NET environment is that a managed variable cannot be declared in an unmanaged 
class. Once again, managers come in handy for solving this problem. As far as variables are 
concerned, when declaring these in unmanaged code the garbage collection becomes a factor. 
To overcome this factor, garbage collection must be initiated for those variables, when these 
are declare with the help of the __gcroot<> command, see Figure 5.21. 
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gcroot<Hashtable*> InstructionTable; 
gcroot<String*> m_strKey; 

Figure 5.21 Declaration of variables with garbage collection in unmanaged code 

In order to avoid double declarations of classes and objects, the command pragma once had 
to be implemented in the affected files. What this does is to make sure that the files affected 
by the pragma once command, generally header files but occasionally source files as well, 
will only be included once in a single compilation. More specifically, for example a header 
file can link multiple source files together and in order to prevent this header file to be include 
in the compilation for every time it is included in a source file, the pragma once command 
can be added to that header file to prevent it to be included more than once. If a header file 
has been included once in a compilation, it can still be used every other source file linked to 
it, without the need to recompile that header file. By using the pragma once command time is 
saved during compilation, due to the fact that those header files used in multiple source files 
on are compiled once instead of for every source file it is linked to. 

5.2.2 VERIFIER FUNCTIONALITY 

Initially, the plan for the Client Interface Verifier was for it to work in idle mode. This 
meaning that once the Client Interface Verifier is started, it would just wait for any operation 
calls made from the client being tested. The problem with this approach is that the testers 
verifying the current client do not necessarily have the knowledge to operate the client. 
Therefore, instructions on what operation calls need to be sent are crucial. With this aspect in 
mind, a decision was made to implement instructions on all the different operation calls 
within the Client Interface Verifier. More specifically, the tester is given a choice, through a 
combo list box, of which operation calls to be tested. Once that choice is made and the 
verification session is started, instructions will appear in the Client Interface Verifier GUI 
telling the user what operation calls to be made and the result of those calls. 
 
The Client Interface Verifier includes an application that, in a wizard-style, instructs the user 
(the client operator) to perform different actions towards a dummy test module created within 
the Client Interface Verifier. This is done in a predefined sequential order. The messages sent 
from the client to the dummy module are in turn fed to the application which verifies their 
OMSI conformance. Specifically, the verifier will test the correctness (conformance to OMSI 
specification) of messages sent from the tested OMSI Client. This includes all the common 
messages as login, logout etc. Assuming that the tested client is connected to the dummy 
module (within the Client Interface Verifier), the procedure can e.g. be as follows: The 
application asks the user (through the dialog box in a GUI) to send a message (say a login 
request) from the client to the dummy module. If the login request is satisfactorily received, a 
text message indicating “Login OK” will appear in the dialog box which indicates that the 
request is OMSI conformant. If the request sent is not OMSI conformant, gSOAP will catch 
the error and throw an exception, often a web server error. The module will actually never 
receive the faulty request. Due to the gSOAP interaction, the Client Interface Verifier will not 
be able to receive a message of what eventually went wrong. 
If the request is conformant, the Client Interface Verifier will generate a new instruction, e.g. 
“Send getAllPhoneModels request”, and the procedure is repeated for the new message. 
 
Log files are created every time a new verifying session is started and the log file is auto-
generated in a pre-defined folder on the PC the verifier is run from, created under the root in 
the folder /OMSI_Log/Client_Interface_Verifier_Log_<timestamp>.txt. The content in the 
log file is a summary of all the requests that have been successfully verified. The writing of 
the log file is done with the help of the StreamWriter function located within the 
WriteToFile() method in the InstructionManager class, see Figure 5.22. 
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String* InstructionManager::WriteToFile(String* writeFile) 
{ 
 VerifierModuleForm* form = FormManager::GetFormManager() 

->GetVerifierModuleForm(); 
  String* filePathFinal = form->filePath; 
   
  FileStream* fs = new FileStream(filePathFinal, FileMode::Append); 
  StreamWriter* sw = new StreamWriter(fs); 
  sw->WriteLine(writeFile); 
 sw->WriteLine(""); 
  sw->Flush(); 
  sw->Close(); 
  
  return 0; 
} 

Figure 5.22 The WriteToFile() method 

This method is, thanks to the FileMode::Append call included in FileStream(), callable 
anywhere within the code. The way it works is that whenever something requires writing to 
the log file within the current running session, WriteToFile() is called with the help of the 
InstructionManager class. One such call can be as seen in Figure 5.23 below. 
 

 

InstructionManager::GetInstructionManager()->WriteToFile("Login OK, 
Request is OMSI conformant!"); 

Figure 5.23 Calling the WriteToFile method 

The file is created in a pre-defined path, implemented in the code. This is created in a method 
in the InstructionManager class, called CreateTimeStamp(). In the same method, the 
timestamp is created. The CreateTimeStamp() method is illustraded in Figure 5.24 below. 
 
String* InstructionManager::CreateTimeStamp() 
{ 
  DateTime dateTime = DateTime::Now; 
  
  String* sTime = dateTime.ToString("HHmm"); 
  String* sSec = dateTime.ToString("ss"); 
  String* sTimeSec = String::Concat(sTime, sSec); 
  
  String* sDate = dateTime.ToString("yyyyMMdd"); 
  String* sDateTime = String::Concat(sDate, sTimeSec); 
  
  String* sPath = "c:\\OMSI_Log\\Client_Interface_Verifier_Log_"; 
  String* sPathDateTime = String::Concat(sPath, sDateTime); 
  
  String* sEnd = ".txt"; 
  String* sPathDateTimeEnd = String::Concat(sPathDateTime, sEnd); 
   
  return sPathDateTimeEnd; 
} 

Figure 5.24 The CreateTimeStamp() method 

Important to point out is that the CreateTimeStamp() is only called once, when a new 
session is started through the Client Interface Verifier. What the CreateTimeStamp() method 
does, is to create a complete filename with path and a timestamp from when the 
CreateTimeStamp() method was called and save this information as a string pointer, namely 
sPathDateTimeEnd. This string is then used every time the WriteToFile() method is called, 
see Figure 5.22. 
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5.2.3 GUI 

The creation process time for the GUI for the Client Interface Verifier was shortened thanks 
to the creation of the new solution as a Visual Studio Windows Forms .NET Application. 
 
To start with, a window containing two dialog boxes and a combo box was implemented. 
However, soon it was realized that the combo box needed to be replaced with a check list box 
in order to cover all the functions to be tested. Since it is needed to present the possibility of 
multiple functions tested together, a combo box’s functionality became inadequate and the 
check list box’s functionality became crucial. In the final version of the graphical interface of 
the Client Interface Verifier, it consists of two dialog boxes, a check list box and a button, see 
Figure 5.25. 

Figure 5.25 The Client Interface Verifier GUI 

As different alternatives are checked in the check list box and the Start button is pressed, an 
instruction is shown in the upper dialog box while the result of that action will be shown in 
the lower dialog box. Some of the alternatives require that other alternatives have been run 
prior to the current request in order to receive a successful result. For example when 
GetPhoneInfo is marked, Login and GetAllConnections are also marked because the 
GetPhoneInfo request requires these prior to its request. This is solved by a number of if 
statements, see Figure 5.26. 
 

 

void VerifierModuleForm::setItemChecked(int operationNumber) 
{ 
 checkedListBox->SetItemChecked(operationNumber, true); 
} 
 
... 
 
//GetPhoneInfo 
 if (checkedListBox->GetItemChecked(3)) 
 { 
  setItemChecked(0); 
  setItemChecked(1); 
 } 

Figure 5.26 Making sure required functions are checked 
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5.2.4 RUNNING PROCEDURE 

Prior to running the Client Interface Verifier wizard application, the user (the client operator) 
will have to make sure that the Client Interface Verifier and the client to be tested are up and 
running but does not need to start the Web Service Server or login as this is included in the 
Client Interface Verifier instructions. Once the dummy module (within the Client Interface 
Verifier) and the Client Interface Verifier wizard application are started, the user (client 
operator) will have the possibility to choose which calls to test by checking the different 
alternatives in the test check list box and then press the Start button. The Client Interface 
Verifier wizard application will then guide the user (client operator) through the verifying 
process and post the results in the Result dialog box. 

5.3 Catalog Interface Verifier 
The Catalog Interface Verifier is the software that is used to test and verify the OMSI 
conformance of a given OMSI Catalog, and is a part of the OMSI Test Suite. The Catalog 
Interface Verifier specifies the possible (synchronous) call the module and the client can 
perform on the catalog. The OMSI Catalog Viewer is already communicating with the 
Catalog via gSOAP, which will be of help. 

5.3.1 GUI 

The GUI of the Catalog Interface Verifier is basically the GUI of the OMSI Catalog Viewer 
in the OMSI IF with some further extensions, see Figure 5.27. The parts still present from the 
OMSI Catalog Viewer are the Read Catalog button with belonging Catalog URL text box. 
The list view making the modules and properties visible is also originated from the OMSI 
Catalog Viewer. The added parts are the frame group Register module including the Register 
module button and six text boxes to set the simulated modules properties, see Figure 5.28. 
Another extension is the Unregister module group holding the ModuleID text box and the 
Unregister module button, see Figure 5.32. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.27 The Catalog Interface Verifier GUI 

5.3.2 FUNCTIONALITY 

The extension of the code includes simulations of calls from both module and client. Note that 
although simulated, the calls fed to the catalog originating from the application are carried out 
via gSOAP. The GUI also monitors the reaction of the catalog, while pressing Read catalog 
button. To be able to read the catalog, the correct Catalog URL must be set in the Catalog 
URL text box. The Read Catalog buttons functionality is, as the name reveals to perform a 
read on the current catalog, showing which modules are registered in the catalog. 
 
Label Description 

ModuleID A unique identifier for the module in the current catalog. 
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Endpoint A URL where the modules web service interface can be accessed 

Display name A human readable name, normally a manufacturer name. 

Start command A string specifying a command line start command for the module 

Supported version The OMSI version supported by this module. 

Logo image An image for the module, often a manufacturer logo. 
Table 5.1 Module information 

 
The Register Module button is part of the extension of the original OMSI Catalog Viewer. 
Together with the six textboxes this button simulates the registration of a non-functional 
module object to the catalog for the purpose of testing the conformance of the OMSI Client. 
For further information of the what information the text boxes should hold, see Table 5.1.The 
information of text boxes are used to create an object holding the user set values. The Logo 
image text box supports full path to an image file e.g. “C:\\pic.jpg” for setting the module 
logo. 
 

 
Figure 5.28 Register a non-functional module 

Except creating the GUI part of Register module group, the functionality for button was 
needed, see Figure 5.29. To be able to register a module, the catalog must be running, so the 
first thing performed when pressing the Register module button is to check if a catalog is 
running. The way checking this is the if-statement that derives from already existing code. 
The following part reads the text boxes as strings and call the RegisterModule() method in 
the OmsiCatalog() class.  
 
... 
 
private void buttonRegisterModule_Click(object sender, System.EventArgs e) 
 { 
  int iResult = this.catalog.Open(this.textBoxEndpoint.Text, 0); 
  if (iResult < 0) 
   { 
   MessageBox.Show("Cannot read catalog, error " + 

iResult.ToString()); 
   return; 
   } 
  String stringModuleIdReg = this.textBoxModuleIdReg.Text; 
  String stringDisplayName = this.textBoxDisplayName.Text; 
  String stringEndPointReg = this.textBoxEndpointReg.Text; 
  String stringModuleIDunreg = this.textBoxModuleIdUnreg.Text; 
  String stringStartCommand = this.textBoxStartCommand.Text; 
  String stringSupportedVersion = this.textBoxSupportedVersion.Text; 
  String binaryLogoImage = this.textBoxLogoImage.Text; 
  
  this.catalog.RegisterModule(this.textBoxEndpoint.Text, 

stringModuleIdReg, stringSupportedVersion, stringDisplayName, 
    stringEndPointReg, stringStartCommand, binaryLogoImage);  
 } 
 
... 

Figure 5.29 Handle register module button click 
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In the Omsicatalog() class a new thread is created for sending the actual register module call 
towards the catalog. Since the catalog is written in C++ and the Catalog Interface Verifier is 
written in C# the use of DLL-wrappers are needed.  An existing file named 
CatalogViewerDllWrapper.cpp is used, since exporting classes from C++ to C# is not 
possible. Therefore the method is exported in the C++-file, and furthermore imported in the in 
the C#-file code to be able to be carried out correctly, see Figure 5.30.  
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... 
 
//OmsiCatalog class 
[DllImport("CatalogViewerDllWrapper.dll")] 
public static extern void 
Catalog_RegisterModule([MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.LPWStr)] 

String CatalogEndpoint, [MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.LPWStr)] String 
stringModuleIDreg, [MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.LPWStr)] String 
stringSupportedVersion, [MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.LPWStr)] String 
stringDisplayName, [MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.LPWStr)] String 
stringEndPointReg, 

 [MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.LPWStr)] String stringStartCommand, 
[MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.LPWStr)] String binaryLogoImage); 

 
... 
 
//CatalogViewerDllWrapper 
extern "C" void __declspec(dllexport) Catalog_RegisterModule(LPCWSTR  

CatalogEndpoint, LPCWSTR stringModuleIDreg, 
LPCWSTR stringSupportedVersion, LPCWSTR stringDisplayName, 
LPCWSTR stringEndPointReg, LPCWSTR stringStartCommand, 
LPCWSTR binaryLogoImage) 

Figure 5.30 Importing and exporting dlls 

The import and export to enable the communication via the dll file, makes operations in C++ 
possible to be called from C#. The method call can be constructed like a regular call within 
C#, see Figure 5.31. The strings m_str1 to m_str7 are the local names in the 
RegisterModule() method of the OmsiCatalog class. The strings hold the same 
information as the strings seen in Figure 5.29. 
 

 

... 
 
public static void RegisterModuleSend() 

{ 
   Catalog_RegisterModule(m_str1, m_str2, m_str3, m_str4, 

m_str5, m_str6, m_str7); 
  } 
 
... 

Figure 5.31 Calling method in C++ from C# 

The second part of the extension of the OMSI Catalog Viewer is the possibility to unregister a 
module from the catalog. This function was primarily implemented to test the OMSI 
conformance when sending a unregister module request for the non-functional module object 
created, but works just as good on a functional module object. When pressing the Unregister 
module button the moduleID in the moduleID text box (see Figure 5.32) must correspond to 
the moduleID that is supposed to be unregistered. The actual construction of the unregister 
part was carried out using the same solution as for the register module operation.   
 

 
Figure 5.32 Unregister a module 
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When verifying the OMSI conformance of the catalog, register (in this case) a non-functional 
module object and then read the catalog to verify that the registered non-functional module is 
visible in the list view with the correct information. After have unregistered the module the 
module should no longer be visible in the list view. [12] 

5.4 Test cases and documentation 
In order to aid all the different users utilizing the OMSI Test Suite software, test cases had to 
be implemented. For this purpose, the web based test management and test execution 
software, TestLink, was used. Thanks to TestLink’s web interface, the created test cases will 
be easy to access for the different tester who might require instructions on how to run the 
OMSI Test Suite software. A test plan was created, where each part of the Test Suite (Module 
Interface Verifier, Client Interface Verifier, Catalog Interface Verifier) was implemented as a 
separate product in the test plan, see Figure 5.33.  
 

 
Figure 5.33 The OMSI Test Suite test plan structure 

Test cases were implemented within these products. Also, test cases for aiding in the 
installation of the modules were added as a new product called Modules within the OMSI 
Test Suite test plan. 
 
Documentation on the different parts of the OMSI Test Suite were created and uploaded to, 
and therefore a part of, the OMSI IF. These documents contain descriptions of the architecture 
of the different parts of the Test Suite software and the basic functionality of the applications. 
Being part of the OMSI IF, these architectural documents will be available for downloading 
and can be updated as the OMSI Test Suite progresses. 
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6 Result 
The thesis work has been performed in project form towards a project plan written in mutual 
agreement with Cybercom Syd. The work, accounted for as the thesis work, has been divided 
into two subprojects where each subproject was presented to Cybercom Syd and the OMSI 
Forum during their monthly meetings at the Cybercom Syd head office. 

6.1 Module Interface Verifier 
As the first subproject, the Module Interface Verifier was the part of the OMSI Test Suite 
finished and presented first to the OMSI Forum representatives. The final version of the 
Module Interface Verifier software functioned as expected both towards a sample module and 
Sony Ericsson’s and Nokia’s respective modules. It was only during the last phases of the 
development process for the Module Interface Verifier that access was gained to real, 
although only partly, functional modules from both Sony Ericsson and Nokia. There was a 
slight concern about using the Module Interface Verifier towards real modules but the results 
were very satisfactory. 
 
The development of the GUI for the Module Interface Verifier was not a very time consuming 
process since the GUI already existed. All that was needed was modification to the current 
GUI and it was the first part of the development process for the Module Interface Verifier. 
The final Module Interface Verifier GUI can be seen in Figure 6.1. 

Figure 6.1 Part of the Module Interface Verifier GUI 

The code implementation for the Module Interface Verifier started by implementing simple 
operation calls in the existing code, one at the time to start with. Due to the implementation in 
existing classes different complications occurred, such as GUI lock ups caused by open 
threads. This was solved by creating a new class, BigCallerClass, where all the operation 
calls were placed. A new thread is created within the BigCallerClass class, which will 
manage all the events involved with the different operation calls made from the 
BigCallerClass class. Every time a module verifications session is started through the Test 
Client, the BigCallerClass class is called and all the operation calls are managed from this 
specific class. Since testing modules, all operation calls must be verified. Therefore, the 
BigCallerClass class is built with the help of try statements, where every operation call is a 
different try statement. 
 
In order to keep track or the progress made during a verification session, the ProgressResult 
class was added. This class will keep track of what operation calls that have been verified and 
if those calls were conformant or not towards the OMSI standard. Also, log files are auto 
generated for every verification session started and saved on the PC from where the verifier 
software is executed. A selection from a typical log file is shown in Figure 6.2. 
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… 
 
GetAllConnections... 
 
 ActionID getAllConnections = 

'OMSI-IF-ModuleVerifier.633118008819715040.292884118' 
 
GetAllConnections request sent! 
 
Connection tested:USB1 
GetAllConnections successfully returned. 
 ActionId='OMSI-IF-ModuleVerifier.633118008819715040.292884118' 
 Connections (Count='2'): 
  ConnectionId: USB1 
   Description: USB Connection 
   PhoneConnected: True 
  ConnectionId: USB2 
   Description: USB Connection 
   PhoneConnected: True 
 
The Get All Connections Test action PASSED! 
 
… 

Figure 6.2 The contents of a typical log file 

6.2 Client Interface Verifier 
The Client Interface Verifier represented, together with the Catalog Interface Verifier, the 
second part (second subproject) of the OMSI Test Suite project. Unlike the Module Interface 
Verifier, the Client Interface Verifier was developed and built in a C++ environment. The 
reason for this being that many existing code snippets needed for creating the module 
functionality, for the Client Interface Verifier, were already developed and written in C++.  
 
The first phase in developing the Client Interface Verifier was to make sure that the Client 
Interface Verifier worked as a module. This process proved to be more time consuming than 
what was first expected. The foremost reason for this being the transition from unmanaged to 
managed code. Prior to the start of the development of the Client Interface Verifier, a 
unanimous within the project group was taken to implement the Client Interface Verifier as a 
Windows Forms .NET Application, which implies the use of managed code within the .NET 
Framework. Since one of the Client Interface Verifier’s main purposes is to function as a 
module, and there is already a functional module within the OMSI IF, code snippets from the 
Sample Module (built in OMSI 2.0) were studied and rewritten in order to suit the Client 
Interface Verifier’s functionality. The complications between managed and unmanaged code 
was solved by the implementation of managers, where the managers work as an interface 
between the managed and unmanaged code. 
 
Once the module functionality was successfully implemented, the GUI for the Client Interface 
Verifier had to be developed. Thanks to the Client Interface Verifier solution was created as a 
Windows Form .NET Application, the development process for the GUI was shortened time 
wise and the development of the GUI was simplified. The final GUI solution, seen in Figure 
6.3, contains two dialog boxes for instructions and results respectively, a check list box for all 
the available operation calls and a button for starting the verification sequence. 
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Figure 6.3 The final Client Interface Verifier GUI 

All the tester (client operator) has to do prior to executing a client verification session is to 
choose what operation calls are wanted for verification in the Available Tests check list box 
and press the Start button. The result of the performed operation calls will appear partly in the 
Result dialog box on the GUI and partly in a log file auto generated on the PC the verification 
session is run from, similar to the creation of log files for the Module Interface Verifier. 

6.3 Catalog Interface Verifier 
As the final part of the OMSI Test Suite, the Catalog Interface Verifier was, similar to the 
Module Interface Verifier, implemented as a further development to an existing Catalog 
Viewer. The implementation was done in C# and the code for the verification functionality 
was integrated within the existing Catalog Viewer code. Due to the added functionality, the 
Catalog Viewer was developed to be the Catalog Interface Verifier. 
 
The development process began by rebuilding the existing Catalog Viewer GUI to also 
include the needed GUI components for the catalog verification process. The existing GUI 
components, and their belonging functionality, were kept in order for the Client Interface 
Verifier to work as a Catalog Viewer as well. The final GUI for the Catalog Interface Verifier 
is illustrated in Figure 6.4. 
 

 
Figure 6.4 The Final Catalog Interface Verifier GUI 

The functionality implemented included the possibility to create a non functional module for 
the purpose of verifying the conformance of the OMSI Client’s calls towards the OMSI 
Catalog. This was accomplished by making use of user entered data in the Catalog Interface 
Verifier GUI. Once the Register module button is pressed, the code verifies a catalog is 
running in order for the Catalog Interface Verifier to register a module in that catalog. The 
data entered in the dialog boxes on the GUI is then saved in different string in order to be used 
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in the registration process. Once that is done, the RegisterModule() method, which handles 
the registration of a module to the catalog, is called. 
 
Apart from verifying the calls made from a given client to the catalog, the opposite has to be 
tested as well. This implying the possibility to unregister a module from the catalog and 
therefore verifying the OMSI conformance of a unregister module call. The construction of 
the unregistration of a module from the catalog is very similar to the registration construction. 
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7 Conclusion  
The result of this thesis work is a successful implementation of a verification solution for the 
OMSI 2.0 software, as requested and required by the OMSI Forum through Cybercom Syd. 
The given time limits for the project have been met and the final solution delivered in time. 
The response received from the two OMSI Forum meetings attended within Cybercom’s 
premises has been positive and also provided the project with valuable knowledge and 
constructive feedback. 
 
The task for this project, and also the master thesis work, was to develop functional software 
for verifying OMSI conformance of given applications within the OMSI IF. More 
specifically, software for automated module tests and manual client and catalog tests. The 
module verification software has been developed according to the mutually agreed project 
plan. The Module Interface Verifier is an automatic verification execution application, once 
the verification session is started as requested. 
 
The manual verification tests have been developed and delivered according to the project 
plan. The functionality is delivered and works according to the current specifications. The 
OMSI Test Suite applications have been tested in the proposed environment, both at Cybecom 
Syd’s head office and Nokia’s and Sony Ericsson’s test sites with satisfactory results. 
 
Brief user manuals have been created and added to the OMSI IF. A test plan, including the 
test cases needed for using the OMSI Test Suite applications, has been created and 
implemented in a web based environment, TestLink to be precise. 
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8 Discussion 
First and foremost, the progression of this project when according to plan, which we’ve 
learned along the way that this is not always the case in project based work. The importance 
of competent co-workers in the project has also been factor. There has been a few times when 
this thesis work has come to halt, due to development difficulties, and the thoughts and 
feedback received from fellow project members and members of parallel project have been of 
great help. 
 
During the development process of the OMSI Test Suite, there were a few things that came in 
to discussion. The first thing that became very legible, once the implementation process was 
started, was the lack of coding convention in this particular OMSI project. This has been, and 
will continue to be, an ongoing project. Therefore, a code convention would have made the 
code easier to read and understand. With this aspect in mind, the development of the OMSI 
Test Suite would have been a bit easier and it would have also saved time in the project’s 
research phase. Also, the use of a code convention would simplify the future work on the 
OMSI IF and hopefully save future developers some of the complications this project 
encountered. 
 
As the development work progressed, different approaches and the use of different methods 
for solving the task given in this project (thesis work) was discussed. This never became an 
issue though due to the careful planning of this project. Also, a factor in the planning of this 
project was the given specifications from the OMSI Forum. Furthermore, since this project is 
part of an ongoing development of the OMSI IF, the possibilities for using new or different 
development tools, other than used in prior OMSI projects, was very restricted. 
 
During the development process, different complications occurred. Some complications were 
solved straight away while others led to new approaches to that complication. Either way, 
valuable knowledge was received. 
 
A complication that occurred early in the development process was the creation of a log file 
for the Module Interface Verifier. The discussion started with how to produce a log file. A 
number of suggestions were discussed before a decision was taken to use the existing text 
box, already implemented in the Module Interface Verifier GUI. The idea was to allow the 
verification process to run and once finished “read” the text box and paste that information in 
text file. By using the SelectAll() method, the text in the text box would be selected and 
with the use of the Copy() method, the selected text would then be copied to a text file. This 
course of events never occurred though. For some reason we ended up with an empty file. 
Sometimes that same file contained some of the text from the text box, in the Module 
Interface Verifier GUI, but far from the whole text. After a day without any progress made on 
the log file function a decision was made to try another way around this problem and a 
different approach was initiated. This new approach brought a different view to the problem. 
Instead of waiting for the verification process to finish before trying to copy the needed text to 
the log file, a method could be written to write needed text to a created text file as the 
verification process is running. This new method, LogLine(), is simply logging needed 
information at the same time as it is written to the text box in Module Interface Verifier GUI. 
This way a greater control over what will become written to the log file is gained. Also, this 
approach proved valuable when developing the Client Interface Verifier. With some distance 
to the development process, the decision to change approach towards the log file and creating 
the LogLine() method actually saved us time due to this approach’s flexibility. This method 
was partly reused when creating log files for the Client Interface Verifier. So even though we 
lost a day of development for the Module Interface Verifier, we gained a day in the creation 
of the Client Interface Verifier. Also, the LogLine() method is more flexible, allowing the 
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developer to choose what to write to the log file, while the initial approach would not allow 
that. First implementation of the write to file solution included the StreamWriter. This 
solution was the first way of solving the log to file task in the module interface verifier. The 
StreamWriter is included in System.IO namespace included in VS. If a deeper study would 
have been made problems occurring later in development, with exceptions that were not 
possible to recreate, maybe another solution could have been found. Later in the project the 
TextWriter.Synchronized method was discovered that creates a thread-safe wrapper 
around a TextWriter. Problems with processes locking up threads created for writing to file 
were then solved. 
 
In connection to the creation of log files, another complication appeared. In order to keep 
track of when the log file was created and to which verification session it belongs, some sort 
of identification was needed. The easiest way was decided to be a time stamp, included in the 
log file name. The problem was how to create that time stamp and more importantly were in 
the code to place the creation of the time stamp. The most natural at the time was to place the 
creation of the time stamp in the beginning of the method writing to the log file. The only 
problem was that this meant that a new log file was created every time that method was 
called. In the code’s current status, the log file would be created the first time the write-to-file 
method would be called. In order to create a time stamp and implement it in the log file name, 
a new method was developed were a time stamp is created when the method is called and 
saved in a string. This way, the method for creating a time stamp can be called, only once, 
when the verification session is started and use the string containing the time stamp whenever 
needed during that particular verification session. 
 
Also, a thing that brought us some headache in the beginning of the project was complications 
with sorting out the successful operation calls from the unsuccessful ones. To begin with, we 
tried to use the existing event handlers for the different operation calls and the Action Failed 
event handler. The problem here was that we could only keep track of the operation calls that 
failed and this was not satisfactory towards the OMSI specifications. Another solution had to 
be thought out. After some research, we decided to try and create a Singleton class instead. 
This way we could keep track of all operation calls, regardless if they passed or failed. In 
addition to sorting out passed operation calls from failed operation calls a method was 
created, within the Singleton class, to keep track of the different action names connected to 
the different operations within OMSI. This new solution to what, from the beginning, seemed 
to be a complicated took some time to learn and implement but we gained valuable 
knowledge, which also helped us further on in the development process with the OMSI Test 
Suite. 
 
Another thing that became evident during the development process was not to become 
dependant on other projects, especially outside the company. During the Module Interface 
Verifier part of the project, it was not until the final week of the Module Interface Verifier 
sub-project that we received modules from the manufacturers. This gave us little time to test 
the Module Interface Verifier’s functionality. Fortunately the Sample Module, on which the 
Module Interface Verifier is mainly tested on, functioned very similar to manufacturer 
modules. Also, the manufacturer modules delivered were not fully functional which again 
restrained the verification possibilities of the Module Interface Verifier’s functionality. The 
lesson learned is that always make sure not be to dependant on other projects and if this is the 
case, make sure the progress in that progress is continuously being monitored to avoid late 
deliveries. 
 
The choice of basing the Module Interface Verifier on the existing Test Client was a good 
choice, when looking back. Creating a new client performing the operation calls would have 
been a time demanding task. Since the base of the operation functionality already existed in 
the Test Client a new solution of the structure was not needed. The GUI also included every 
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field necessary for logging into the module in the first phase of the test sequence. For the 
Client Interface Verifier decision was taken to build the application on the existing module in 
OMSI IF. Since the module was implemented in C++, further development also included 
C++. We made a decision to convert the existing win32 project of the existing module to a 
windows forms project, to make development of GUI easier. During the development process 
propositions of changes in the GUI came from members of the project. The tools handling 
windows forms made changes in GUI easy. Even though the conversion of the project of the 
module was time demanding it paid off. Looking back at the solution with wider eyes, maybe 
another solution could have been even better. Maybe fast learning Visual C++ or even 
Borland C++ could have made some parts of the development easier. But since the 
development tools were affected by the existing tools used earlier in the project. If we could 
have affected the choice of development tools maybe a deeper investigation of possible 
solutions would have been made. 
 
Like said earlier we had to wait for modules from the manufacturer to be able to test the 
Module Interface Verifier in a sharp environment. Many of the problems we discovered with 
the module on the way were depending on functions not supported by the modules at that 
time. The development of modules was running at the same time as our development of the 
verification tools. Since the characteristics of the modules changed over time, a better 
dialogue with the manufacturers could have helped us saving time and resources. Sometimes 
a couple of days could go, trying to solve a problem within the verification of a module before 
we got the information that that typical function was not supported at that time. 
 
A further development that might be useful is to test that the information that is fetched from 
the phone for example to check that the IMEI number actually is a valid IMEI number and so 
on. 
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9 Further work 
Since this project (thesis work) can be seen as a start up of the verification process for the 
different applications included in the OMSI IF, there is no real limitations to improvements 
that can be applied for verifying the applications included in the OMSI IF. Now that the 
OMSI Test Suite project is concluded, and we have gained a greater knowledge of the OMSI 
IF, there are a few improvements that can be made to the various OMSI Test Suite 
applications. 
 
With the current functionality of the Module Interface Verifier, the verification session is 
standard “test all” operation calls without any interaction possibility for the tester. An 
improvement worth implementing would be to modify the verification session process to 
allow the tester to affect which operation calls to be tested. This functionality could be very 
similar to that of the Client Interface Verifier, where the tester (client operator) is allowed to 
choose which operation calls to be verified in combo list box. 
 
Also, as the different OMSI applications evolve, the OMSI Test Suite will have to be 
upgraded. This in order to cope with, and verify, the newly develop functionality. 
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Appendix A - BigCallerClass 
 
using System; 
using System.IO; 
 
namespace TestClient 
{ 
 /// <summary> 
 /// BigCallerClass contains a session of operations that are performed automatically. 
 /// </summary> 
 public class BigCallerClass 
 { 
  private TestClient.mainForm form; 
  private OmsiWrapper.OmsiModule module; 
  private TestClient.ProgressResult progressResult; 
        
  public BigCallerClass(mainForm jForm,  
   OmsiWrapper.OmsiModule jModule, ProgressResult jprogressResult) 
    
  { 
   form = jForm; 
   module = jModule; 
   progressResult = jprogressResult; 
  } 
   
  public void TestSequence() 
  { 
   form.clearLogTextBox(); 
   Directory.CreateDirectory(@"C:\OMSI_Log"); 
   form.datetimeString = "c:\\OMSI_Log\\TestClient_LogFile_" + 
form.dateAndTime() + ".txt"; 
    
   form.progressSummary = @"c:\OMSI_Log\TestClient_ProgressSummary_" + 
form.dateAndTime() + ".txt"; 
   form.ppass = 0; 
   form.pfail = 0; 
   form.pnotsupp = 0; 
 
   form.LogLine("Writing log file to: " +form.datetimeString); 
 
   form.testLockGUI(); 
          
   //************************************************* 
   //******************WebServer********************** 
   //************************************************* 
   try 
   { 
    int clientPort = int.Parse(form.cPort()); 
    form.LogLine("Starting the client web service server@localhost:" 
+ form.cPort() + "..."); 
    int result = module.Open(clientPort); 
    if (result == 0)  
    { 
     form.LogLine("Server started."); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
    }  
    
    else  
    { 
     form.LogLine("Start server failed. Error code: " + 
result); 
    } 
   }   
   catch (System.Exception exception) 
   { 
    form.LogException(exception); 
   } 
   //************************************************* 
   //**********************Login********************** 
   //************************************************* 
   try 
   { 
    form.delimit(); 
    form.LogLine("Logging in to '" + form.moduleUrl() + "'..."); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
    
    string aIdLogin = module.NewActionID(); 
 
    progressResult.InsertAction(aIdLogin, "Login Test"); 
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    form.LogLine("\tActionID Login = '" + aIdLogin +"'"); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
    
    module.Login(form.moduleUrl(), 
    aIdLogin, form.username(), form.password(), form.country(), 
form.language(), form.proxyUrl(),  
    form.proxyPort(), form.proxyUsername(), form.proxyPassword(), 
form.proxyUrl(),  
    form.offline()); 
   
    form.LogLine("Login request sent!"); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
     
    form.loginResultReceived = false; 
    form.actionFailedResultReceived = false; 
    
    while (!form.loginResultReceived && 
!form.actionFailedResultReceived) 
    { 
     System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000);   
   
    } 
   } 
   catch (System.Exception exception) 
   { 
    form.LogException(exception); 
 
   } 
   //************************************************* 
   //***************getAllConnections***************** 
   //************************************************* 
   try 
   { 
    form.delimit(); 
    form.LogLine("GetAllConnections..."); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
    string aIdGetAllConnections = module.NewActionID(); 
 
    progressResult.InsertAction(aIdGetAllConnections, "Get All 
Connections Test"); 
 
    form.LogLine("\tActionID getAllConnections = '" + 
aIdGetAllConnections +"'"); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
    module.GetAllConnections(aIdGetAllConnections);//TEST RAZ 
    form.LogLine("GetAllConnections request sent!"); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
    
    form.getAllConnectionsResultReceived = false; 
    form.actionFailedResultReceived = false; 
 
     
    while (!form.getAllConnectionsResultReceived && 
!form.actionFailedResultReceived) 
    { 
     System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000);   
   
    } 
   } 
   catch (System.Exception exception) 
   { 
    form.LogException(exception); 
   } 
 
   //************************************************* 
   //***************getAllPhoneModels***************** 
   //************************************************* 
   try 
   { 
    form.delimit(); 
    form.LogLine("GetAllPhoneModels..."); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
   
    string aIdGetAllPhoneModels = module.NewActionID(); 
 
    progressResult.InsertAction(aIdGetAllPhoneModels, "Get All Phone 
Models Test"); 
 
    form.LogLine("\tActionID getAllPhoneModels = '" + 
aIdGetAllPhoneModels +"'"); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
    module.GetAllPhoneModels(aIdGetAllPhoneModels); 
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    form.LogLine("GetAllPhoneModels request sent!"); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
     
    form.getAllPhoneModelsResultReceived = false; 
    form.actionFailedResultReceived = false; 
 
    while (!form.getAllPhoneModelsResultReceived && 
!form.actionFailedResultReceived) 
    { 
     System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000);   
   
    } 
     
   } 
   catch (System.Exception exception) 
   { 
    form.LogException(exception); 
   } 
     
    
     
     
   //************************************************* 
   //***************getPhoneInfo********************** 
   //************************************************* 
   try 
    { 
    form.delimit(); 
    form.LogLine("GetPhoneInfo..."); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
 
    string aIdGetPhoneInfo = module.NewActionID(); 
 
    progressResult.InsertAction(aIdGetPhoneInfo, "Get Phone Info 
Test"); 
 
    form.LogLine("\tActionID getPhoneInfo = '" + aIdGetPhoneInfo 
+"'"); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
 
    module.GetPhoneInfo(form.connectionID(), 
form.includeUpdateInformation(),  
     aIdGetPhoneInfo); 
 
    form.LogLine("GetPhoneInfo request sent!"); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
    
    form.getPhoneInfoResultReceived = false; 
    form.actionFailedResultReceived = false; 
 
    while (!form.getPhoneInfoResultReceived && 
!form.actionFailedResultReceived) 
    { 
     System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000);   
   
    } 
     
   } 
   catch (System.Exception exception) 
   { 
    form.LogException(exception); 
   } 
     
 
 
 
   //************************************************* 
   //***************getUsageInfo********************** 
   //************************************************* 
   try 
   { 
    form.delimit(); 
    form.LogLine("GetUsageInfo..."); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
     
    if(form.getUsageSupported) 
    { 
     string aIdGetUsageInfo = module.NewActionID(); 
 
     progressResult.InsertAction(aIdGetUsageInfo, "Get Usage 
Info Test"); 
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     form.LogLine("\tActionID getUsageInfo = '" + 
aIdGetUsageInfo +"'"); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
    
     module.GetUsageInfo(form.connectionID(), 
form.imeiNumber(),  
      form.esnnNumber(), form.meid(), aIdGetUsageInfo); 
     
     form.LogLine("GetUsageInfo request sent!"); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
  
     form.getUsageInfoResultReceived = false; 
     form.actionFailedResultReceived = false; 
 
     while (!form.getUsageInfoResultReceived && 
!form.actionFailedResultReceived) 
     { 
      System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000);  
    
     } 
      
    } 
    else 
    { 
     //form.LogLine("Operation not supported"); 
     string asd = "GetUsageInfo"; 
     form.OperationIdentifierNotSupported(asd); 
    } 
     
   } 
   catch (System.Exception exception) 
   { 
    form.LogException(exception); 
   } 
 
 
   //************************************************* 
   //****************updatePhone********************** 
   //************************************************* 
   try 
   { 
    form.delimit(); 
    form.LogLine("UpdatePhone..."); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
 
    string aIdUpdatePhone = this.module.NewActionID(); 
 
    progressResult.InsertAction(aIdUpdatePhone, "Update Phone 
Test"); 
     
    this.module.UpdatePhone(form.connectionID(), form.imeiNumber(),  
     form.esnnNumber(), form.meid(),  
     form.ignorePhone(), form.modelName(),  
     form.updateFirmware(), form.refurbish(),  
     form.currentFirmware(), form.backupID(),  
     aIdUpdatePhone); 
 
    form.LogLine("UpdatePhone request sent!"); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
    
    form.updatePhoneResultReceived = false; 
    form.actionFailedResultReceived = false; 
 
    while (!form.updatePhoneResultReceived && 
!form.actionFailedResultReceived) 
    { 
     System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000);   
   
    } 
   } 
   catch (System.Exception exception) 
   { 
    form.LogException(exception); 
   } 
     
   //************************************************* 
   //***************getRecoveryUpdate***************** 
   //************************************************* 
   try 
   { 
    form.delimit(); 
    form.LogLine("GetRecoveryUpdate..."); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
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    if(form.recoverySupported) 
    { 
     string aIdGetRecoveryUpdate = module.NewActionID(); 
 
     progressResult.InsertAction(aIdGetRecoveryUpdate, "Get 
Recovery Update Test"); 
 
     form.LogLine("\tActionID getRecoveryUpdate = '" + 
aIdGetRecoveryUpdate +"'"); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
 
     module.GetRecoveryUpdateInformation(form.connectionID(), 
form.phoneModels(), 
      aIdGetRecoveryUpdate); 
  
     form.LogLine("GetRecoveryUpdateInformation request 
sent!"); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
    
     form.getRecoveryUpdateInfoResultReceived = false; 
     form.actionFailedResultReceived = false; 
 
     while (!form.getRecoveryUpdateInfoResultReceived && 
!form.actionFailedResultReceived) 
     { 
      System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000);  
    
     } 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     //form.LogLine("Operation not supported"); 
     string asd = "GetRecoveryUpdate"; 
     form.OperationIdentifierNotSupported(asd); 
    } 
   } 
 
   catch (System.Exception exception) 
   { 
    form.LogException(exception); 
   } 
 
   //************************************************* 
   //***************phoneSelfTest********************* 
   //************************************************* 
   try 
   { 
    form.delimit(); 
    form.LogLine("phoneSelfTest..."); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
 
    if(form.selfTestSupported) 
    { 
     string aIdPhoneSelfTest = module.NewActionID(); 
 
     progressResult.InsertAction(aIdPhoneSelfTest, "Phone 
Self Test"); 
 
 
     form.LogLine("\tActionID phoneSelfTest = '" + 
aIdPhoneSelfTest +"'"); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
 
     module.PhoneSelfTest(form.connectionID(), 
form.sessionID(), aIdPhoneSelfTest); 
     form.LogLine("PhoneSelfTest request sent!"); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
 
     form.phoneSelfTestResultReceived = false; 
     form.actionFailedResultReceived = false; 
 
     while (!form.phoneSelfTestResultReceived && 
!form.actionFailedResultReceived) 
     { 
      System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000);  
    
     } 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     //form.LogLine("Operation not supported"); 
     string asd = "PhoneSelfTest"; 
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     form.OperationIdentifierNotSupported(asd); 
    } 
     
   }  
   
   catch (System.Exception exception) 
   { 
    form.LogException(exception); 
   } 
 
    
   //************************************************* 
   //***************backUpUserData******************** 
   //************************************************* 
 
   try 
   { 
    form.delimit(); 
    form.LogLine("BackupUserData..."); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
 
    if(form.backupSupported) 
    { 
     string aIdBackUpUserData = module.NewActionID(); 
 
     progressResult.InsertAction(aIdBackUpUserData, "Back Up 
User Data Test"); 
 
     form.LogLine("\tActionID backUpUserData = '" + 
aIdBackUpUserData +"'"); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
 
     string[] partialBackupOptionArray = new 
String[form.partialBackUpCount()]; 
     form.partialBackUp().CopyTo(partialBackupOptionArray, 
0); 
 
     this.module.BackupUserData(form.connectionID(), 
form.imeiNumber(),  
      form.esnnNumber(), form.meid(), 
      form.fullBackUp(), partialBackupOptionArray, 
      aIdBackUpUserData); 
 
     form.LogLine("BackupUserData request sent!"); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
     
 
     form.backUpUserDataResultReceived = false; 
     form.actionFailedResultReceived = false; 
 
     while (!form.backUpUserDataResultReceived && 
!form.actionFailedResultReceived) 
     { 
      System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000);  
    
     } 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     //form.LogLine("Operation not supported"); 
     string asd = "BackupUserData"; 
     form.OperationIdentifierNotSupported(asd); 
    } 
   } 
 
   catch (System.Exception exception) 
   { 
    form.LogException(exception); 
   } 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   //************************************************* 
   //****************restoreUserData****************** 
   //************************************************* 
 
   try 
   { 
    form.delimit(); 
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    form.LogLine("RestoreUserData..."); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
 
    if(form.backupSupported) 
    { 
     string aIdRestoreUserData = module.NewActionID(); 
 
     progressResult.InsertAction(aIdRestoreUserData, "Restore 
User Data Test"); 
 
     form.LogLine("\tActionID restoreUserData = '" + 
aIdRestoreUserData +"'"); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
 
     module.RestoreUserData(form.connectionID(), 
form.imeiNumber(), 
      form.esnnNumber(), form.meid(), form.backupID(), 
      form.keepBackUp(), aIdRestoreUserData); 
     form.LogLine("RestoreUserData request sent!"); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
   
     form.restoreUserDataResultReceived = false; 
     form.actionFailedResultReceived = false; 
 
     while (!form.restoreUserDataResultReceived && 
!form.actionFailedResultReceived) 
     { 
      System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000);  
    
     } 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     //form.LogLine("Operation not supported"); 
     string asd = "RestoreUserData"; 
     form.OperationIdentifierNotSupported(asd); 
    } 
   } 
 
   catch (System.Exception exception) 
   { 
    form.LogException(exception); 
   } 
     
    
   //************************************************* 
   //******************getSettings******************** 
   //************************************************* 
   try 
   { 
    form.delimit(); 
    form.LogLine("GetSettings..."); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
 
    if(form.getSettingsSupported) 
    { 
     string aIdGetSettings = module.NewActionID(); 
 
     progressResult.InsertAction(aIdGetSettings, "Get 
Settings Test"); 
 
     form.LogLine("\tActionID getSettings = '" + 
aIdGetSettings +"'"); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
    
     module.GetSettings(form.connectionID(), 
form.imeiNumber(),  
      form.esnnNumber(), form.meid(), 
      form.getSettings(), aIdGetSettings); 
 
     form.LogLine("GetSettings request sent!"); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
 
     form.getSettingsResultReceived = false; 
     form.actionFailedResultReceived = false; 
 
     while (!form.getSettingsResultReceived && 
!form.actionFailedResultReceived) 
     { 
      System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000);  
    
 
     } 
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    } 
    else 
    { 
     //form.LogLine("Operation not supported"); 
     string asd = "GetSettings"; 
     form.OperationIdentifierNotSupported(asd); 
    } 
   } 
 
   catch (System.Exception exception) 
   { 
    form.LogException(exception); 
   } 
 
 
   //************************************************* 
   //******************setSettings******************** 
   //************************************************* 
    
   try 
   { 
    form.delimit(); 
    form.LogLine("SetSettings..."); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
 
    if(form.getSettingsSupported) 
    { 
     string aIdSetSettings = module.NewActionID(); 
 
     progressResult.InsertAction(aIdSetSettings, "Set 
Settings Test"); 
 
     form.LogLine("\tActionID getSettings = '" + 
aIdSetSettings +"'"); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
 
     String fileName = "C:\\OMSI_Log\\getSettingsOMSI.bin"; 
     
     byte[] buffer; 
 
     FileStream file = new FileStream(fileName, 
FileMode.Open, FileAccess.Read); 
     buffer = new byte[file.Length]; 
     file.Read(buffer, 0, (int) file.Length); 
     file.Close(); 
 
     module.SetSettings(form.connectionID(), 
form.imeiNumber(),  
      form.esnnNumber(), form.meid(),  
      buffer, buffer.GetLength(0),  
      aIdSetSettings); 
 
     form.LogLine("SetSettings request sent!"); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
 
     form.setSettingsResultReceived = false; 
     form.actionFailedResultReceived = false; 
 
     while (!form.setSettingsResultReceived && 
!form.actionFailedResultReceived) 
     { 
      System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000);  
  
     } 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     //form.LogLine("Operation not supported"); 
     string asd = "SetSettings"; 
     form.OperationIdentifierNotSupported(asd); 
    } 
   } 
 
   
   catch (System.Exception exception) 
   { 
    form.LogException(exception); 
   } 
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   //************************************************* 
   //*************getSupportedSettings**************** 
   //************************************************* 
   try 
   { 
    form.delimit(); 
    form.LogLine("GetSupportedSettings..."); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
 
    if(form.getSettingsSupported) 
    { 
     string aIdGetSupportedSettings = module.NewActionID(); 
 
     progressResult.InsertAction(aIdGetSupportedSettings, 
"Get Supported Settings Test"); 
 
     form.LogLine("\tActionID getSettings = '" + 
aIdGetSupportedSettings +"'"); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
 
     module.GetSupportedSettings(form.connectionID(), 
form.imeiNumber(), 
      form.esnnNumber(), form.meid(), 
      form.getDefaultSettings(), 
aIdGetSupportedSettings); 
 
     form.LogLine("GetSupportedSettings request sent!"); 
     form.LogLine(""); 
 
     form.getSupportedSettingsResultReceived = false; 
     form.actionFailedResultReceived = false; 
 
     while (!form.getSupportedSettingsResultReceived && 
!form.actionFailedResultReceived) 
     { 
      System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000);  
    
     } 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     //form.LogLine("Operation not supported"); 
     string asd = "GetSupportedSettings"; 
     form.OperationIdentifierNotSupported(asd); 
    } 
   } 
   catch (System.Exception exception) 
   { 
    form.LogException(exception); 
   } 
 
 
   //************************************************* 
   //**************Logout***************************** 
   //************************************************* 
   try  
   { 
    form.delimit(); 
    form.LogLine("Logging out..."); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
 
    string aIdLogout = module.NewActionID(); 
 
    progressResult.InsertAction(aIdLogout, "Logout Test"); 
 
    form.LogLine("\tActionID Logout = '" + aIdLogout +"'"); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
   
    module.Logout(aIdLogout); 
 
    form.LogLine("Logout request sent!"); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
            
    form.logoutResultReceived = false; 
    form.actionFailedResultReceived = false; 
     
    while (!form.logoutResultReceived && 
!form.actionFailedResultReceived) 
    { 
     System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000);   
   
    } 
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   } 
   catch (System.Exception exception) 
   { 
    form.LogException(exception); 
   } 
 
   //************************************************* 
   //***************Shutdown************************** 
   //************************************************* 
 
   try 
   { 
    form.delimit(); 
    form.LogLine("ShutDown..."); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
 
    string aIdShutDown = module.NewActionID(); 
 
    progressResult.InsertAction(aIdShutDown, "Shutdown Test"); 
 
    form.LogLine("\tActionID ShutDown = '" + aIdShutDown +"'"); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
     
    module.ShutDownModule(aIdShutDown); 
 
    form.LogLine("ShutDownModule request sent!"); 
    form.LogLine(""); 
     
    form.shutDownModuleResultReceived = false; 
    form.actionFailedResultReceived = false; 
 
    while (!form.shutDownModuleResultReceived && 
!form.actionFailedResultReceived) 
    { 
     System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000); 
    } 
   } 
   catch (System.Exception exception) 
   { 
   form.LogException(exception); 
   } 
    
   form.summaryCount(); 
    
   form.testUnLockGUI(); 
    
  } 
 } 
} 
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Appendix B - ProgressResult 
 
using System; 
 
using System.Collections; 
 
namespace TestClient 
{ 
 /// <summary> 
 /// Summary description for ProgressResult. 
 /// </summary> 
 public sealed class ProgressResult 
 { 
  private Hashtable ActionTable; 
  private String LastInserted; 
   
  static ProgressResult instance = null; 
  static readonly object padlock = new object(); 
 
  ProgressResult() 
  { 
   ActionTable = Hashtable.Synchronized(new Hashtable()); 
   LastInserted = ""; 
  } 
 
  public static ProgressResult Instance 
  { 
 
   get 
   { 
    lock(padlock) 
    { 
     if (instance == null) 
     { 
      instance = new ProgressResult(); 
     } 
     return instance; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 
  public void InsertAction(string ActionID, string ActionName) 
  { 
   ActionTable.Add(ActionID, ActionName); 
   LastInserted = ActionID; 
  } 
 
  public void DeleteAction(String ActionID) 
  { 
   ActionTable.Remove(ActionID); 
  } 
 
  public String GetCorrespondingActionName(String ActionID) 
  { 
   String Name = "*no ActionName*"; 
   if (ActionTable.Contains(ActionID)) 
   { 
    Name = (String)ActionTable[ActionID]; 
   } 
   return Name; 
  } 
   
 } 
} 
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Appendix C – GUI 
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